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Micro and Nanotechnologies at CNR

This booklet provides a glimpse on the activities on micro and nanotechnologies carried out
in the Institutes of the National Research Council of Italy (CNR).
Four of the seven CNR Departments and twenty-seven CNR Institutes from all over Italy
contributed to the material presented herein, collected in the occasion of the IX edition of
Nanoforum, a conference and specialized expo held in Rome on September 18-21, 2013. The
contributions are grouped according to application areas, following the key topics of
Nanoforum.
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The “Chemical Manufacturing & Advanced Materials Technology” is the focal point of the Department of Chemical
Science and Materials Technology research activity, performed by its 14 institutes spread all over the whole country.

The main activities are developed on three research platforms: Sustainable Chemistry; Advanced Materials and Key
Enabling Technolgies; Nanomedicine.

In the Sustainable Chemistry or Green Chemistry field, the Department expertise contributes to: the chemical
process innovation in terms of efficency (also energetic); the exploitation of renewable feedstock and new
technologies for energy development through renewable sources; Carbon Capture and Sequestration; production of
chemicals from biomass (biorefineries), and new energetic sources (biofuels).

In the Advanced Materials and Key Enabling Technologies field, the Department expertise deals with: a) synthesis
and characterization of new polymeric systems also with unconventional methods, b) development of hybrid systems,
and nanocomposites, c) understanding of the interaction mechanisms between polymers and nanoparticles, d)
chemical modification and formulation of systems polymeric based on both natural and biodegradable materials, e)
technologies for nanostructured membranes for separation and catalytic processes.

In the Nanomedicine field, the main aim is the development of new intelligent and multifunctional biomaterials
(extracellular matrix analogues) for tissue regeneration. The design of "bioinspired" materials has to be linked with
the development of new micro and nano-technologies, resulting from rapid prototyping combined with imaging
technology in order to achieve, in an automatic and reproducible way, customized structures. New approach pertains
also the development of “drug delivery” procedure, drug discovery and biosensor development.

Department of Chemical Sciences and Technologies of Materials

What makes the Department of Physical Sciences and Technologies of Matter (DSFTM) unique on the national
landscape is the strong multidisciplinary and cross-disciplinary, scientific network of its own, with 12 institutes
spread across the country. To date, the staff engaged in research counts more than 1,000 researchers, technologists
and technicians.

The Department acts as a hub and reference, at national and international level, for the development of Optics,
Atomic and Molecular Physics, Condensed Matter, Biomaterials, Complex Systems, Biophysics, Soft Matter and
Materials Science, with a particular focus in the development of advanced materials and the design and fabrication
of devices, sensors and equipments. DSFTM institutes carry out research spanning from fundamental issues, at the
frontier of knowledge, to applicative topics, in response to societal challenges and in agreement with the goals of
Horizon 2020 at European level, namely Environment, Aerospace, Agri-food, Life Sciences, Communications,
Information processing and storage, preservation of Cultural Heritage, Energy, Health and Wellness. In this
framework nanotechnologies, together with micro-nanoelectronics, advanced materials, photonics, industrial
biotechnology and advanced manufacturing, are widespread among the Institutes of the Department, playing a
major role as key enabling technologies (KETs), a source of innovation pervading most of the activity areas.

The contributions presented in this booklet come from nine Institutes of the Department and assess the variety
of uses made of nanotechnologies and other KETs: sensors for medicine, environment, security; nanostructured
materials for energy production, energy harvesting, tissue engineering; devices and nanostructures for automotive
and aerospace; diagnostic equipments and innovative techniques for medical applications. Some of these activites
have been carried out in close collaboration between CNR, Universities and enterprises, accomplishing the virtuous
path going from the innovative idea to its test, engineering and exploitation in the productive sector.

Department of Physical Sciences and Technologies of Matter
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The name of the department, Engineering, ICT and Technology for Energy and Transport (DIITET), highlights
the broad spectrum of research areas covered by this department. In fact, the research and development activities
of the department address the scientific challenges in several priority areas for Italian research, such as: energy,
sustainable mobility and intelligent transportation, information and communication technologies, homeland
security, sensory systems and technologies, new materials, advanced manufacturing and Made in Italy,
construction, environment, aero-space, cultural heritage, health, agriculture, and shipbuilding industry.

The integration of DIITET multidisciplinary expertise offers unique research opportunities in the national and
international research area. In particular, we believe that it is strategic the integration of traditional engineering
disciplines, strictly connected with the physical world (e.g., mechanical, construction, energy, new materials and
production systems), with information and communication technologies. In fact, one of the emerging aspects of
society and industry is the cyber-physical convergence, i.e., the convergence between the virtual world and the
physical world to create new products and services for a sustainable, safe and inclusive society. In particular, we
observe an increasing use of cyber-physical systems, i.e., physical systems integrated and controlled through ICT
systems (e.g., sensors and actuators, computing systems, communication and storage systems), in order to increase
the efficiency, reliability, adaptability and security of these systems, and to enable their use in several application
scenarios: from the prevention of collisions among vehicles to air-traffic control; from robotic surgery to nano
production.

As part of the DIITET research strategies, micro and nano technologies have a fundamental role in several
areas: from nano/meso -structured materials -- for the industrial needs, energy efficiency, and advanced sensors
for ICT, security, food, etc. – to the micro-components (metal, ceramic and polymer materials) until the realization
of micro-complex systems for advanced manufacturing. Finally, of growing importance are the nano-medicine
applications such as nano-systems for the controlled release of drugs: nano-sponges (constituted by a polymeric
matrix hosting nano gold-particles activated by laser) for the controlled release of drugs and thermo-sensitive
micelles containing drugs.

Department of Engineering, ICT and 
Technology for Energy and Transport

The Department of Biomedical Sciences combines the most typical targets, methodologies and approaches of
medicine (basic and applied) with those of biological sciences that focus on the mechanisms at the basis of natural
phenomena, preferably but not exclusively through a molecular analysis. The multidisciplinary approaches of the DBS
(also in collaboration with other departments) represent international priorities (Horizon 2020 and VII Framework
Programme) .

The main research activities of the Institutes of the DBS concern oncology, neurodegenerative diseases,
immunology, biology and biotechnology. In this context many technologies have lead to important international
patents. Particularly, technologies have been developed on proteomics, genomic drug, advance calculation in
Bioinformatics and System Biology, robotic systems of limb rehabilitation, molecular and imaging diagnostic. The
developed technologies have found application in several fields of biomedicine and are now used both in Italy and
other countries, highlighting the excellence of our research at the international level.

Many patents have been licensed to Italian companies and put on the market. Among them, the recent
realisation of a portable scintigraphic device, an instrument with many potential diagnostic applications.

The Institutes of the Department provide also services for clinic and genomic analyses. For example, services
concerning production, preservation and phenotypic characterization of murine mutant strains, in vivo models of
genetic and human multifactorial diseases (e.g. within Emma European infrastructure).

Nanomedicine and personalized regenerative medicine at DSB:

Nanomedicine is a specific evolution of nanotechnologies and aims at treating diseases or at repairing damaged
tissues (bones, muscles or nerves) using highly specific interventions at the molecular scale. Nanomedicine includes
the creation and use of materials and devices with molecular and atomic resolution. Diagnostic tools and
engineering structures are developed at the nanoscale level, for highly specific treatments of damaged tissues.
Finally, there is great hope that nanometric devices will allow drug release very selectively to specific cellular targets,
such as cancer cells, sparing healthy cells and thus reducing side effects of antitumor therapies. In the field of
biomedical materials CNR - ISTM is at forefront of research on synthetic materials for the creation of artificial bone
tissue.

Department of Biomedical Sciences
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Structure-Morphology-Properties Relationship 
in Carbon-based Nanocomposite Materials for Automotive

Carbon nanotubes (CNT), graphene (GE) and nanofillers with few
layers of graphene are the most investigated carbon nanofillers for
polymer nanocomposites. They improve mechanical, electrical and
thermal properties, even when used in very small amounts.
The even distribution and dispersion of the nanofillers in the polymer
matrix are the prerequisite for obtaining the expected outstanding
properties. Intense research efforts are spent nowadays to achieve this
goal. In fact, due to the relevant supramolecular interactions, CNT are
prevailingly in bundles and graphitic fillers are often characterized by a
remarkable numbers of staked layers. Debundling of CNT, without
reducing their original length, and the obtainment of one or few layers
of GE are challenging research tasks. It is widely accepted that
functionalization of graphitic nanofillers is a way of high potentiality to
achieve an ultimate dispersion in the polymer matrix.

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with various academic groups. Moreover, we
have collaborated for several years with Pirelli Tyre SpA on morphological
characterization of rubber-based compounds.
We can offer: composite preparation by melt blending (internal mixer and
pilot-scale twin-screw extruder); analysis of morphology by SEM, TEM and
HRTEM coupled with morphometric image analysis; DSC and TGA
characterizations; services for charge.

Contact:
L. Conzatti (conzatti@ge.ismac.cnr.it)
ISMAC - Genova

Aim of this work is promoting an efficient filler networking in polymer-based nanocomposites containing pristine or
properly functionalized CNT and GE. Interactive effects between these nanofillers and carbon black are also under
investigation.

The structure of the ensuing nanocomposites is studied with the help of X-ray diffraction and TEM analysis. Tensile
and dynamic-mechanical properties of nanocomposites are also investigated and compared with morphological findings.

Automotive and 
Aerospace

The automotive sector is among the main MEMS market drivers worldwide. It is estimated that an average
vehicle is typically equipped with a few hundreds of MEMS based sensors - mainly inertial sensors, pressure
sensors, flow sensors, infrared sensors – mainly used for vehicle stability control and tire pressure monitoring
systems, passenger safety, comfort and navigation devices, air and fuel intake systems, climate control and exhaust
gas after treatment monitoring. The massive use of innovative, nanostructured materials, such as nanofilled
polymers or ceramics with enhanced properties, is foreseen as one of the main future trends of micro and
nanoengineering applications in the field.

The miniaturization leads to benefits for the manufacturers allowing the increase of sub-system integration,
modularity and reducing the production cost, together with benefits for customers thanks to the increase of safety,
passenger comfort and reduction of fuel consumption.

For the same reasons the aerospace industry is likely to profit from the introduction of microsystems and
nanoengineered materials. Indeed, MEMS can increase safety and reliability of airplane operation, health and state
monitoring of fuselage and airplane subsystems as well as improve service and maintenance procedures. Moreover,
they can allow the development of devices for active drag reduction, for inertial navigation and structural health
monitoring and thrusters for nano- and pico-satellites.

In comparison to the automotive sector, spacecraft applications do not require a batch production, since
many spacecrafts are unique or produced in a small number, nor have a strong pressure on costs. However, new
challenges arise for the high distribution of the sensing and actuating microsystems needed, the harsh
environmental conditions and extremely high reliability required for aerospace applications.

The key would probably be the identification and consequent exploitation of the synergies between
automotive mass market MEMS applications and lower-volume aerospace ones.
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Contact:
Mariarosa Raimondo 

(mariarosa.raimondo@istec.cnr.it) 
ISTEC CNR (Faenza)

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Magnolia Srl, Zamber Spa, Carlo
Gavazzi Space Spa, Marazzi Spa and other companies involved in
the research programs.
We own two patents on the methodology for the production of
superhydrophobic ceramics (M. Raimondo et al., RM2011A000104)
and superhydrophobic metals (M. Raimondo et al.,
RM2012A000291)
We can offer: competences on processing of nanostructured
materials, synthesis of nanometals, core-shell structures and
precursor of thin film coatings, scale-up processing of research
results, technological transfer to enterprises.

Materials with de-icing properties
The control of surface wettability is ggyating considerable

interest in different industrial sectors from the ceramic one to that
of metals and composites for aerospace and naval applications.
The design of materials with improved repellence against water
(mimicking the natural superhydrophobicity of Lotus leaves) can
provide their surface of relevant de-icing properties, extremely
important in adverse environmental conditions during, for
example, the takeoff and landing of aircrafts. The development of
these materials requires the strict control of their topography and
surface chemistry as the main critical parameters. Static (contact
angle CA with water >150°) and dynamic (hystheresis contact
angle <5°) superhydrophobicity can be achieved by deposition of
nanostructured, hybrid , organic-inorganic thin films by a
consolidate technology developed at ISTEC CNR. The overall
process can be integrated in the production process of many
different materials, with different structure, composition and end
uses.

Superhydrophobic behaviour of a 
Lotus leaf

Static CA = 
178 ± 1°

CA hystheresis 
< 5± 1°

Nanostructure of 
surfaces developed at 
ISTEC CNR with high 
repellence to water 
(SEM-FEG image)

In cylinder pressure sensor
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Poly-Silicon is the dominant material for the fabrication
of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS); however, its
mechanical properties begin to degrade at elevated
temperatures (350 C), making it increasingly unsuitable
for high-temperature applications.

Due to its excellent chemical and mechanical stability in
harsh environments, silicon carbide is a promising material
for MEMS and NEMS. These properties make SiC an
exceptional material for harsh environment microsystems
where sensors and actuators have to endure high operating
temperatures, corrosive/erosive media, large shocks,
and/or high radiation levels. For example, monitoring and
affecting combustion processes in power generation
systems such as gas turbine, internal combustion, and
diesel engines require harsh environment capability, in
particular operating temperatures of more than 500 C.
Pressure sensing is enabling in such applications where the
desire is to tune the combustion process for performance,
efficiency, and emissions.

We are developing a in cylinder pressure sensor that
can operate at elevated temperature (400 C) and high
pressure (200 bars) to give an active control of the engine
and improve its efficiency and reduce both the fuel
consumption and the pollution.

With regard to enterprises...
We have a project with several small companies that is
developing the sensor and is applying it in a small engine.
A collaboration with a large company is needed to further
develop the sensor and the package.
We can offer: experience in the 3C-SiC growth,
characterization of the layers, realization of the
prototype.
Contact:
Francesco La Via (francesco.lavia@imm.cnr.it)
IMM-Catania
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Contact:
Irene Fassi (irene.fassi@itia.cnr.it)
Serena Ruggeri (serena.ruggeri@itia.cnr.it)
ITIA  – Milano

With regard to enterprises...
We have a patent pending application (MI2013A000451).
We can offer: full design support, simulation, optimization, prototype 
fabrication, testing.

Device and method to manipulate 
a micro-component by vacuum

In the manipulation of millimetric or sub-millimetric components,
many issues, often neglected at the macro-scale, can arise.
Indeed, at the micro-scale, the high surface to volume ratio leads to the
predominance of the superficial forces (e.g. electrostatic, van der Waals
and capillary forces) over the gravitational force, thus the manipulation
of microparts is very different from that of macroscopic ones. In
particular, the release is a critical phase of the manipulation process.

Objects often stick to the gripper and, since the gravitational force
does not overcome adhesion, their release becomes uncertain and
unreliable.

In this context, we proposed a new vacuum micro-gripping tool able
to cope with the micropart release issues. The device is based on the
pressure difference between the gripper and the atmosphere and
basically consists of a cannula connected to a vacuum generation
system. It integrates an innovative mechanical system to assist the
release phase of micro components precisely, reliably and safely,
without considerably increasing the weight of the device or excessively
complicating the system. Indeed, the releasing system is actuated by the
same principle and device used for the grasp of the object, avoiding the
need of additional actuators.

Micro-Nozzles for micro manipulation 

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with De Beers on design and fabrication of the micro-
nozzle.
We can offer:  design service, prototyping and esperimental test. 

Contact:
Irene Fassi (irene.fassi@itia.cnr.it)
Francesco Modica  (francesco.modica@itia.cnr.it) 
ITIA  - Bari

800 μm

The manipulation of powders and irregularly shaped micro
grains at high rate is a big challenge especially in mineral industries.
Vacuum gripper is an effective solution: suction cup or nozzle
connected, via a thin tube or pipette, to a vacuum source that
provide enough pressure drop for lifting and handling objects.

Although vacuum grippers are simple and usually cheap
solutions, they are also fragile and can be easily obstructed by small
particles, thus requiring continuous maintenance and replacement.

The micro nozzle in the figure is meant for handling irregular
abrasive mineral grains, with diameters ranging from 0.3mm to
1mm; it is designed to be mounted on the bottom extremity of a
common pipette. The nozzle is shaped as a disc, 0.8mm in diameter
and 0.2mm thick; it has a central hole with a diameter of 160μm
and four bores circularly arranged about it, with the scope to
reduce the occurrence of occlusion events. The bores are 90μm
large and they have a fillet radius of 30μm at each corner.

For the production of such a micro-gripper, an electrical
conductive alumina composite is here selected owing to its superior
wear-resistance. The manufacturing is conducted via micro EDM-
milling, thus exploiting leading edge micro manufacturing
technologies. Several micro-nozzles made on different materials
(stainless steel, aluminium, alumina) have been fabricated in order
to explore performance and evaluate costs.
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NEMS for low energy 
neutral atoms detection

ELENA (Emitted Low-Energy Neutral Atoms) is a new kind of instrument
for the ESA cornerstone mission BepiColombo to Mercury, aimed to detect
sputtering emission of neutral atoms from planetary surfaces, from E < 30
eV up to E~5 keV. This would allow a better knowledge of Mercury’s
exosphere, interaction with the solar wind and relationship with the
surface planet, providing important clues about planetary evolution.

ELENA characteristics
Energy range (mass dependent) <0.02- 5 keV
Velocity resolution Δv/v-Down to 10%
Viewing angle- 4.5°x76°
Nominal angular resolution 4.5°x 2.4°
Mass resolution M/ΔM H and heavy species
Minimum integration times 5 ÷ 25 s
Geometric factor G ~1.0 10–5 cm2 sr
Integral Geometric factor ~6.0 10–4 cm2 sr

The ELENA shuttering element consists of two self-standing
silicon nitride (Si3N4) membranes one facing the other. Those
membranes are patterned with arrays of long and narrow
nanoslits 200 nm wide and 2.4 mm long each on a square
lattice with 4 mm pitch and 1.4 mm pitch on the direction
normal to the nanoslits, on a 10 x 10 mm2. The motion is
obtained by tightly mounting a low-voltage piezo-electric
element. The fabrication process performed at the Institute of
Photonics and Nanotechnology of CNR (Rome) is based on
electron beam lithography (EBL), thin film deposition dry
reactive ion etching and KOH anisotropic etching

Low-energy neutral atoms are detected by means of their time of flight: the incoming neutral particles pass through an
entrance (the ELENA system) providing a definite time of START and arrive to a STOP detector ( a MCP detector).

Contact:
Francesco Mattioli (francesco.mattioli@cnr.it) IFN-Roma
Roberto Leoni (roberto.leoni@cnr.it) IFN-Roma
Stefano Selci (stefano.selci@isc.cnr.it) ISC-Roma (ARTOV)

With regard to enterprises...
MEMS design, fabrication, diagnostics and service. We can
also offer a partnership for the development of prototypes
and demonstrators.

MEMS gyroscope for aerospace 

Gyroscopes measure the angular motion (either rotation rate or rotation
angle) of a body. Vibratory gyroscopes are based on the Coriolis effect: when
a mass vibrating in a direction x is subjected to a rotation around an axis z
perpendicular to the vibration plane, a force appears in the plane along the y
axis, whose amplitude is proportional to the rotation rate. The physical
implementation with MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) allows an
overall miniaturization of masses (typically in the mg range) and springs
(realized by micron-sized silicon beams and cantilevers).

MEMS gyroscopes (and accelerometers) are used for motion detection,
stabilization and/or control in automotive applications, consumer
electronics, videogames, micro-satellites. As for inertial navigation, MEMS
gyroscopes have not achieved yet the necessary sensitivity and prototypes
are still being developed worldwide

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with Thales Alenia Space –Italia on a 
R&D project for the development of a MEMS gyro. 
We can offer: MEMS fabrication, thin film patterning, 
layout design, simulations.

Contact:
M.G. Castellano (mariagabriella.castellano@cnr.it)
E. Giovine (ennio.giovine@cnr.it)
IFN - Roma

Our gyro is fabricated out of a SOI (Silicon-On-Insulator)
wafer: a silicon structural layer (20-60-100 mm thick) is
separated from a thicker handle layer by a silicon dioxide layer (1
mm thick).

The vibrating structure, sensors and actuators are defined by
electron lithography on the front side, then by etching up to the
oxide layer with a Bosch process that leaves a vertical profile
with high aspect ratio. An etching process from the back side
releases the structure and clears out the tiny gaps of the
capacitive electrodes. Finally, the SOI wafer is diced in 4mm x
4mm dies, which are ultrasonically bonded to external electrical
connections.
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Surface acoustic wave pressure sensor

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices are largely used not only for signal processing,
but also in sensor applications in both physical and chemical fields. In particular, SAW
sensors have shown to be a powerful tool to measure physical parameters, such as
force, acceleration and pressure. Apart from the application, the sensing mechanism of
a SAW sensor is always produced by a change in the properties of the substrate over
which the acoustic wave travels and, hence, of SAW phase velocity. In a pressure sensor,
the velocity shift, induced by a mechanical polarization field applied to the substrate,
leads to a frequency variation of a SAW controlled oscillator, that can be easily resolved
over several orders of magnitudes (i.e. high device sensitivity and resolution).

SAW pressure sensors can be conveniently used in various fields. In particular, the
possibility of implementing passive SAW devices which can be wirelessly interrogated,
allows the manufacture of pressure sensors for applications where a wired connection
between the sensor and the evaluation unit is impractical. A typical example is the
continuous monitoring of the tire pressure in road vehicles. SAW pressure sensor can be
used also for avionic applications where high performance pressure sensors are
requested.

Collaborations: We collaborate with D.Marchiori s.r.l.

Massimiliano Benetti (massimiliano.benetti@idasc.cnr.it)
Domenico Cannatà (domenico.cannata@idasc.cnr.it)
Fabio Di Pietrantonio (fabio.dp@idasc.cnr.it)
IDASC-Roma

The pressure sensor is fabricated using quartz wafers to define the diaphragm and
to implement the blind hole for the reference pressure. The bonding of the quartz
substrate is done with a thermo-curable adhesive in a vacuum chamber. The
pressure sensor is implemented in a differential configuration to mitigate parasitic
phenomena due to temperature variations. Two 2-port SAW resonators operating
at approximately 785 MHz are used. Platinum thin film thermal resistors are used to
measure the temperature of the quartz diaphragm.

Response of a SAW pressure sensor for avionic 
applications

Operational principle of a SAW  
pressure sensor

Image of a SAW
pressure sensor on quartz

Contact:
Massimiliano Benetti(massimiliano.benetti@idasc.cnr.it)
Fabio Di Pietrantonio (fabio.dp@idasc.cnr.it)
Domenico Cannatà (domenico.cannata@idasc.cnr.it)
IDASC-Roma

Collaborations
We collaborate with M.D. Micro Detectors.

Surface acoustic wave technology for wireless applications
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices for wireless applications can

overcome semiconductor based analogues in many aspects: they are true
passive devices, can be “read” at a few meter distance with readers
radiating 2 to 3 orders lower power levels, they are cheap and can operate
in harsh environment. Finally, passive SAW tags can easily incorporate
sensor functions. The fields of application for radio identification systems
and in particular for SAW tag systems, are numerous: traffic control,
identification of objects, tracing of wild animals, marking of trees in forests,
control of access to restricted areas, tracing of dangerous and explosive
substances, security and guard services, and, finally, implementation of
physical and bio/chemical sensors.

Operation of a SAW tag system

The operating principle of a SAW wireless system is as follows: a high
frequency interrogation signal is picked up by the antenna of the SAW
device. The intergidital transducer (IDT) converts the received signal into a
SAW by the piezoelectric effect. The SAW propagates towards reflectors
distributed in a characteristic barcode-like pattern and is partially reflected
at each reflector. The reflected SAW returns to the IDT and back to request
unit. The response contains information about the number and location of
the reflectors (identification) as well as the propagation and reflection
properties of the SAW (sensing). Responses of two different-code SAW tags

can
true

readers
operate

incorporate
systems
control, Operation of a SAW tag system

SAW tag for identification and sensor application

properties of the SAW (sensing).

SAW tag operating at 
f=433.92 MHz

Contact:
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Contact:
Antonio Ancona (antonio.ancona@cnr.it) 
IFN-Bari

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we own an European Patent Application EP 11425016 and
collaborate with Bosch and other SMEs exploiting laser ablation in their
manufacturing processes or produce laser micromachining systems
We can offer: laser ablation process and on-line sensor development

Laser sensor for real-time ablation monitoring

The trend toward miniaturization of components for several
application fields like automotive, aerospace, biotechnology and
electronics, makes the issue of monitoring and control with very high
precision their manufacturing processes more and more crucial. Laser
ablation can fulfill all of the technological requirements for micro
machining components with complex shapes and micrometer features,
as it is a very flexible and simultaneously very precise tool.

A compact laser ablation sensor, based on the laser Self-Mixing
Interferometry (SMI), has been developed and integrated into an
ultrafast laser micromachining workstation. Our sensor is able to
measure in real-time and with subwavelength resolution, the
displacement of the bottom of a micro-hole drilled by laser ablation on
metal targets. It could in principle measure the displacement of the
ablation front and the material removal rate during any laser micro-
machining process like milling, scribing, engraving, etc. This technique is
contactless and robust since it does not require any sample preparation
and it is not affected by any perturbation due to plasma or debris
expulsion during the ablation process. Furthermore, it is applicable also
to nonmetallic materials and, due to its inherent simplicity, can be easily
integrated in most laser micromachining systems.

CADMO: Control Autoconfigurable Data network for MObiles

Contact:
Andrea Bearzotti (andrea.bearzotti@cnr.it) 

A project for intelligent wireless sensor network, interconnected with each 
other and with a  local data collector.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with Telespazio, Next Engineer, 
Interconsulting on this R&D project for the 
development of a remote system for gas analysis. 
We can offer: gas sensors fabrication, electrical 
and sensoristic characterizations, custom case for 
sensors, embedded control electronics.

Our operative unit was responsible of two tasks:
1) study and development of new materials to be
used as gas-sensitive interfaces on sensor devices for
the detection of environmental interest gasses (NH3,
NO, CO2)
2) Design and construction of an apparatus to be
installed on terrestrial, aeronautical, and maritime
public transport systems, for the transmission of
data collected from chemical sensors. The apparatus
consists of four or more chemical sensors, a relative
humidity sensor, a thermal sensor, a pneumatic
system for automatic intake of the air to be analyzed
taken in various points of the means of transport,
and a Zeebee wireless transmission system for the
data transfer to the central unit.

Buoy for the air
quality analysis

Buoys placement

Mesoporous
materials

Inside view of the 
buoy: four chemical 
sensors, pneumatic 
system and wireless 
system

Electrospun polymer
fibres

Nanostructured
polymers

Developed
sensor devices

Autoconfigurable 
data network

Data detection
Storing
Filtering
Alarms 
generation
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Microstructure and microchemistry of Ni-based superalloys 

Contact:
Saulius Kaciulis (saulius.kaciulis@cnr.it) 
ISMN-Roma

Ni-based superalloys are employed in hot parts,
such as disk and blades, of gas turbines and
aeronautical engines. For their applications at high
temperature, the mechanical and microstructural
stability is of the utmost importance.

The microstructure of single crystal Ni-based
super-alloys consists in ordered ' precipitates
Ni3(Ti,Al) L12 coherently embedded in the solid
solution  matrix. The ' particles, with a roughly
cubic shape, are separated by narrow  channels.
This structure ensures extraordinary mechanical
strength at high temperatures.

The distribution of chemical elements in as-received
superalloy and after creep was investigated. The
experiments were carried out by SEM and AFM, standard
XPS and Scanning Photoemission Microscopy (SPEM) at
the ESCAmicroscopy beamline of the Elettra synchrotron
(Trieste).

The use of imaging SPEM permitted to determine the distribution of
alloying elements between two phases of superalloy. The distribution
of Ni, Co, Re and Ta between  and ‘ phases was not changed
substantially after the creep. The structural evolution of superalloy
during the creep, leading to rafting, was accompanied by strong
diffusion of W from  and ‘ phase. The resulting reduction of W
content in  phase leads to the weakening of disordered matrix.

Contact:
Domenico Stanzial (domenico.stanzial@cnr.it) 
IDASC-Ferrara
Massimo Piotto (massimo.piotto@ieiit.cnr.it)
IEIIT-Pisa

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with DELTATECH srl (Sogliano al 
Rubicone- FC) and Sogliano al Rubicone municipality 
within the SIHT- Sogliano Industrial High Technology-
Project
We own a patent #10179 (rif. CNR): Apparecchiatura 
per l’indagine clinico-audiometrica.
We can offer: customized application service, 
fabrication, diagnostics and customized apps. 

CMOS-compatible acoustic p-v probe
Recent developments in MEMS technology made available

a new class of thermoresistive sensors to be used as
functional devices for acoustic particle velocity
measurements (v). A very interesting feature of this new
generation of v-sensors is their compatibility with standard
CMOS industrial processes, which allow the integration of
both the sensors and read-out electronic circuits on the same
chip. This added flexibility of v-sensors, combined with the
miniaturization of MEMS microphones, opens the possibility
to optimize pressure-velocity (p-v) microprobes for specific
applications, in particular when the reduction of production
costs is decisive for marketing strategies.

Our probe is composed of the velocity sensor, a
miniaturized pre-amplified commercial microphone and an
electronic interface to bias the devices and read the signals.

The velocity sensor is based on a silicon micromachined
device, which is made up of two siliced n-polysilicon wires,
each divided into five sections placed over suspended
dielectric membranes (see figure). Heat exchange between
the wires, heated by an electrical current, is modulated by
the local velocity of the medium, producing temperature
oscillations, which are transformed into voltage oscillations by
the wire temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR).

The research activity of the group is focused on a further
miniaturization of the probe integrating the velocity sensor
and the read-out electronics into a single chip, and on the
development of different applications for this probe.
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Contact:
Isabella Concina (isabella.concina@ing.unibs.it) 
IDASC - Brescia

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with private companies 
in northern Italy for the development of dye- and 
quantum dot- sensitized solar cells.
We own a patent on flexible solar cells (P03962/EP) .
We can offer: synthesis and analysis of nanomaterials 
for dye- and quantum dot-sensitized solar cells; solar 
cell fabrication and testing.

Low cost & flexible solar cells
At SENSOR Lab, Brescia, we are developing new

nanostructured materials to be applied in THIRD
GENERATION SOLAR CELLS.
In these cells light is absorbed by a dye molecule or a small
nanocrystal (quantum dot) and an oxide scaffold is
responsible for electron collection. The main characteristics
of these kinds of cells will be:

1) Very low cost, as compared to traditional PV on the
market (including Silicon and CdS/CdTe solar cells);

2) Good photoconversion efficiency and optimal device
performances under different irradiation conditions;

3) Different colors of the pigments absorbing the solar
radiation, suitable for architectural solutions and for
building-integrated photovoltaics;

4) Good performances under indoor irradiation for
portable and flexible devices.

In our solar cells we are using cheap, easy to manage and
environmentally friendly nanomaterials (titanium oxide, zinc
oxide, etc.). We developed large area scalable low-cost
deposition techniques for production of solar cells using
nanostructured ZnO, SnO2 and TiO2.

They offer very high porosity for absorbing the dyes or
quantum dots, while maintaining good electric conductivity
and high efficiency of electron collection. These features
guarantee photoconversion efficiency in our solar cells as
high as 10% under standard irradiation conditions, without
any need of complex or high cost processes involving
vacuum equipments.

Energy and 
Environment
The rapid technological advancement that we have witnessed in recent decades went along with ever-

increasing consumption of resources (energy and raw materials) and impact on the environment in terms of
pollutants release in the environment, originated directly from the manufacturing of goods and indirectly from
the production of the energy required for manufacturing itself. Energy and environment are thus intrinsically
connected issues, and the development of new energy technologies and technologies for a cleaner
environment are two major areas of interest for the near future. For example, the development of stronger
and lighter materials would reduce energy consumption in transport. The development of more effective way
for energy conversion from one type to another (solar to electrical; electrical to chemical, …) and the ability to
selectively sense and remove contaminants are crucial issues, too.

Nanotechnology, i.e. the ability to manipulate, process and characterize matter at the nanoscale, has
opened new avenues towards a less wasteful use of energy sources and towards the development of effective
tools for environmental protection. Both tasks are being pursued today through a complex of innovative
devices, tools and systems originated from the combination of novel nanostructured materials with new
functional properties, techniques and working principles, also taking advantage of a multidisciplinary
approach. Moreover, the use of nanomaterials usually requires less raw materials thus producing additional
environmental benefits.

The following tabs illustrate the expertise in nanotechnologies and the achievements of the CNR in the
research fields of energy and environment, which includes nanomaterial synthesis (graphene, polymers,
nanowires, nanoparticles, membranes, …) and process development for solar cells, photovoltaics, energy
production and harvesting, hydrogen storage solutions, high efficiency light sources, air and water treatment
and sensors for pollution monitoring.
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Contact:
Barbara Vercelli (vercelli@ieni.cnr.it) 
IENI-UOS Milano

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with IFN-CNR, 
ISMAC-CNR, ISTM-CNR, CNR-NANO-S3, IIT.
We can offer: preparation and characterization 
of hybrid nanostructured materials to be 
employed in photovoltaic devices.

Nano-structured Hybrid Materials for Photovoltaic Applications

The new materials were investigated by UV−vis and FTIR
spectroscopy, photoluminescence, and photoconductivity.
We found that the replacement of bulky surface ligands,
capping spherical CdSe-NCs, by bis(dithiocarbamate)
molecules strongly enhances the photoconductivity of the
films. Compared with that for multilayers produced with
bis(carboxylate) linkers of comparable length and structure,
the photoconductivity attains record values up to 100 times
higher when 1,4-phenylene-bis-(dithiocarbamate) is used.
Further photophysical and theoretical studies are in
progress to understand the role of bis(dithiocarbamate) on
films’ photoconductivity.

Conversion Module for Solar Concentrating Systems
Nowadays, two main technologies are in use for concentrated

solar radiation conversion: thermo-dynamic converters that use
high temperature achieved by fluids or gases and high-efficiency
multi-junction photovoltaic cells. Both methods present
technological issues and several strict limitations in terms of
scalability. Conversion module developed by CNR-IMIP in
collaboration with CNR-ISTEC suggests solutions to overtake such
limitations, with the possibility to operate in a high temperature
range (700-1000 °C) and to exploit two mixed conversion effects:
thermionic and thermoelectric effects. Conversion Module was
designed and developed to be housed in concentrated solar
systems in order to generate electrical and thermal energies (co-
generation). Electrical energy conversion efficiency can be > 30%.
Thermal power output is about 60% of input total power.

With regard to enterprises...
R&D activities were carried out within the European 
Project FP7-Energy E2PHEST2US - GA 241270. Project 
partners were Tel Aviv University, Prysmian SpA, Shap
R&D Srl, Tubitak MAM and Consorzio Roma Ricerche.
Patent: RM2012A000427 (It) - RM2012R001756 (Int.)

Conversion module is made up of a first element able to
efficiently transform concentrated solar radiation in thermal
energy (the absorber), coupled to a thermionic emission stage
and a commercial thermoelectric generator. The “core” of the
module is an engineered carbide: the surface exposed to
radiation is textured according to a spatial periodicity in a
hundreds nanometers range to induce a significant increase of
solar absorbance (>93%). A thermionic emitter (CVD diamond
films), operating in a 700-1000 °C range, is deposited on the
surface not exposed to solar radiation. A metallic collector
harvests electrons emitted by diamond. Emitter and collector
interaction allows the first transformation of thermal energy into
electrical energy. A thermoelectric generator, thermally in series
with thermionic stage, exploits Seebeck effect to generate
electrical energy at temperatures < 300°C.

Texturing 
performed 

with fs laser

CVD 
Diamond 

film

Contact:
D.M. Trucchi (daniele.trucchi@imip.cnr.it)

A. Bellucci (alessandro.bellucci@imip.cnr.it)
P. Calvani (paolo.calvani@imip.cnr.it)

IMIP-Roma

The integration of inorganic semiconductor
nanoparticles and organic conjugated
molecules leads to composite materials with
interesting new physical properties and
important potential applications, in particular
CdSe-NCs are employed for the production of
solar cells.

In the present case, Bis(dithiocarbamate) 
molecules were reacted with 
(hexadecylamine/stearate)-capped CdSe 
nanocrystals (7.5 nm diameter) to form 
multilayers on ITO glass via layer-by-layer 
alternation. 
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Contact:
Annalisa Convertino (annalisa.convertino@cnr.it) 
Faustino Martelli (faustino.martelli@cnr.it)
IMM-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: service, fabrication, diagnostics.

Solar cells based on silicon nanowires

Si NWs for solar cell applications are very promising
thanks to the feasibility to decouple the light trapping
and photon-generated carrier extraction, which also
enables the use of low grade Si raw materials, thus
reducing the manufacturing cost.

In our labs we have developed growth method, by
PECVD technique, at low temperatures (330°C) with
gold catalysts compatible with Si technology and the
use of flexible substrates such as polyimide. Different
cell architectures are under investigations.

Contact:
Francesco La Via (francesco.lavia@imm.cnr.it)
IMM-Catania

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with STMicroelectronics 
We can offer: cell design and fabrication, diagnostics

Hetero-junction solar cell

The standard silicon solar cells suffer of a fast reduction
of the efficiency when the temperature increase. This effect
is due to the increase of the dark current with increasing
temperature and produces a large reduction of the
production of solar energy during the summer in the
hottest regions of the earth.

A solution of this problem can be obtained using a
hetero-junction solar cell with a wide band gap
semiconductor that produces a larger barrier at the
junction and a consequent reduction of the dark current. In
this way it can be obtained a better efficiency and
especially a reduction of the negative effect of the
temperature on the efficiency of the cell. Between the
possible materials for the wide band gap semiconductor
that can be used for the hetero-junction solar cell , it is
particularly interesting the 3C-SiC that can be grown on
silicon even epitaxially and that is transparent to the solar
radiation.

With this material high efficient solar cells can be
obtained (18-20%) with a better efficiency at high
temperature.
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Contact:
Chiara Botta (c.botta@ismac.cnr.it) 
ISMAC - Milano

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we are pleased to collaborate with 
enterprises by offering our know-how as well as 
optical, electrical  and spectroscopic analysis. 

Luminescent Solar Concentrators (LSC) are becoming more and
more attractive since they are able to concentrate the light onto
the photovoltaic cell (PV) and also to down-shift solar energy
towards the NIR, where Si based PV have higher sensitivity. With
respect to the standard solar concentrators they show many other
advantages since they collect also diffuse light, dissipate heat, can
be easily integrated in the windows of the building and can fit any
aesthetic need.

However, conventional LSC based on polymeric blends of dyes
have intrinsically low conversion efficiency since, in order to avoid
micro-aggregation quenching phenomena, the dyes are highly
diluted in the polymer, this allowing only for low efficient transfer
of energy (emission-reabsorption) in the down-shift process. The
development of more efficient LSC, fabricated with new, easily
available and eco-compatible materials, is therefore of crucial
importance and is the aim of more recent advanced research.

We propose nanostructured host-guest materials based on
deoxycholic acid (DCA) as nanochannel forming host, that forms
highly emissive films with low cost techniques. DCA is largely
available and fully eco-compatible, offers unique opportunities for
the preparation of films from solution, is optically transparent and,
alternative to petrolchemical based plastic, at the end of its life-
cycle, can be completely degraded via microbial pathway without
consequent pollution. The insertion of three linear chain dyes in
DCA provides an ideal material for LSC applications, due to the
very high efficiency and easy tunability of its down-shift properties
based on resonant energy transfer (RET) among the dyes, that
allow to convert solar light in the red/NIR spectral region without
energy dissipation.

Full Organic nanomaterials for Luminescent 
Solar Concentrators

PV

Solar
radiation

Host-Guest

3 2 1
RET RET

Contact:
Erika Kozma (erika.kozma@ismac.cnr.it)
ISMAC-Milano

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic we can offer:  design, preparation, characterization of 
perylene based materials and test on organic solar cells.

Perylene n-type semiconductor for Organic Photovoltaics
The solar illumination represents an endless energy source and

its photovoltaic conversion into electrical power is renewable and
clean.

Today’s commercial photovoltaic industry is represented by
two main technologies, crystalline silicon and inorganic thin films,
with high manufacturing costs. Third generation solar cells, like
dye-sensitized solar cells and organic photovoltaics, offer the
possibility to develop cost effective, eco-friendly PV technologies.
Organic solar cells are particularly attractive because of their easy
processing, mechanical flexibility, low fabrication cost and
efficiencies up to 11%.

The conversion of sunlight to electrical power involves an electron
donor π-conjugated polymer and an organic electron acceptor
semiconductor. The electron acceptor, n-type material is usually a
fullerene, but also a perylene diimide (PDI) dye.

PDIs material exhibit high thermal and photochemical stabilities, strong
absorption of the visible light and good electron transport properties. Via
chemical design is possible to modulate the electrical and electronic
properties of PDI semiconductors materials, tuning both orbital energy
levels and charge mobility.

PDI-based semiconductors are interesting building blocks for organic
photovoltaics, being a feasible alternative to conventionally used
fullerenes.
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In the quest of high efficiency energy sources, recent
breakthroughs in the realization of solar cells that exploit wet-
chemically prepared nanocrystals (NCs) as active functional elements
have drawn the attention of the scientific community to such
nanomaterials. The most efficient NC-based system for photovoltaic
application consists of a low band gap PbS quantum dots (QDs) as
light harvester coupled with transition-metal oxide TiO2 as electron
acceptor. Despite the tremendous improvement in performance PbS
QDs/TiO2 solar cells remain far less appealing for potential
implementation into flexible plastic technology and large-scale
industrial manufacturing because the preparation of the relevant
TiO2 acceptor film usually requires harsh high-temperature
processing.

We report on the fabrication of high-efficiency all-inorganic solar
cells by a novel approach that involves processing of colloidal PbS
QDs and anisotropic TiO2 NCs under room-temperature conditions.
The use of preformed TiO2 NRs avoids the application of a high-
temperature annealing step to achieve the oxide in the requited
crystalline form. In addition, gentle post-deposition processing
routes, which are based on mild acidic treatments of PbS QDs and
UV-light irradiation of TiO2 NRs, respectively, are exploited to remove
the insulating capping surfactants from the NC surface at room-
temperature. Through these procedures we have realized solar cell
devices that achieve a power conversion efficiency of ~3.6% on glass
and ~1.8% on PET substrates, which is the highest ever reported for
entirely inorganic-NC-based solar cells on plastic support.

Flexible all-inorganic nanocrystal solar cell 
by room-temperature processing

Contact:
Aurora Rizzo (aurora.rizzo@nano.cnr.it)
Nano - Lecce

With regard to enterprises
In this area we collaborate with Worgas 
Bruciatori s.r.l. (Formigine-Modena).
We can offer: Synthesis and characterization of
nanosized metal electrocatalysts for fuel cells
(PEMFC and DAFC) and for the production of
hydrogen by electrolysis and photocatalysis; high
pressure reactors as well as HP-NMR tube and
HP-infrared apparatus

Ultra-advanced portable fuel-cell power generators 
Major obstacles to the widespread use of hydrogen as

energy carrier are the unresolved problems involved with its
storage, transport, distribution and the choice of the best
system for energy production. Hydrogen supply for portable
fuel cells (PFCs) requires a simple and safe technology for its
storage and on demand production.

Here we present a prototype of a fully autonomous and
portable "off-grid" power generator with an effective power
output of 100 W, based on the combination of advanced on-
board hydrogen generators and PEM fuel cell stacks.

The device has been realized through the cooperation
between ICCOM-CNR (Florence) and Worgas Bruciatori s.r.l.
(Formigine-Modena). Essential components of the power
generators are proprietary nano-sized catalysts and advanced
catalytic reactors for either sodium borohydride or metal
composite hydrolysis [1]. As shown in reaction (1), half of the
hydrogen produced is extracted from water. Likewise, all the
hydrogen produced upon alkaline hydrolysis of a proprietary
metal composite is essentially released by water (reaction 2).

cat
NaBH4 + (2 + x) H2O → 4 H2 + NaBO2 . xH2O (x = 2-4) (1)
M + x H2O → M(OH)x + x/2 H2 (2)

The modularity of the hydrolysis reactors and of the fuel cell
stacks allows for customization and the power range can easily
be expanded to meet user requirements.

The devices are silent and neither carbon monoxide nor
carbon dioxide are emitted, which allows the power generators
to be run indoors.

Contact:
Francesco Vizza (francesco.vizza@iccom.cnr.it)
Giulio Cenci (giulio.cenci@worgas.it
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Nanometals for green technology and catalysis
Recently a great interest has been addressed toward

the synthesis of noble metal nanoparticles in order to
explore their special features, due to their typical chemico-
physical properties.

Integration of green chemistry principles into
nanotechnology and nanoscience have attracted much
attention over the past decade aiming at the design of
more sustainable processes synthesis. Most of the synthetic
routes reported in the literature are based on organic
solvents thus implying a complex environmental path to
the industrial production.

ISTEC developed an environmentally benign
approach to the production of stable noble metal nanosols.
Both monometal and bimetal nanoparticles (AuCu, AuAg,
PdCu, PdAu) are easily produced with the same strategy.
Bimetallic particles are interesting because by changing the
composition new synergistic properties can be observed
and exploited.

The so-obtained sols have been widely
characterized, moreover the catalytic performances have
been assessed showing very promising results. They have
been tested in a catalytic probe reaction for the pullutants
degradation and, after immobilization of sols, in some
reactions for the biomass treatment.

Finally the versatility of these products makes them
useful for several applications: inks for ink jet printing
technology , fluids for thermal exchangers, theranostic
fluids for the cancer diagnosis and therapy .

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with University of Bologna on the 
catalytic characterization. 
We are author of a patent on a green synthesis  of 
nanometals:  WO2010EP52534 20100301.
We can offer: research service on synthesis and 
application of metals and bimetals nanoparticles 

Contact:
Magda Blosi (magda.blosi@istec.cnr.it) 

ISTEC-Faenza (Ra)

Ag0Au0 Cu0 Pd0

AuCu alloy

New wide band gap semiconductor for power devices

With regard to enterprises...
We have a small collaboration with Epitaxial 
technology Center srl. A large collaboration with a 
large company is needed to develop the process and 
to obtain the final 3C-SiC wafers.
We can offer: experience in the 3C-SiC growth,
characterization of the layers, patterning of the
substrates.

Contact:
Francesco La Via (francesco.lavia@imm.cnr.it)
IMM-Catania
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Cubic Silicon Carbide (3C-SiC) is regarded as a very
promising candidate for high power and high frequency
device applications since 3C-SiC allows for a higher speed of
electron transport within the crystal. Actually the main
limitation for device realization on such a material comes
from the wafer fabrication. Furthermore the development
of 3C-SiC-based electronics is limited by the defect density
that is very high with respect to the hexagonal-SiC
counterpart. Defects are extended from the interface up to
the film surface, with micro twins and anti-phase boundaries
(APBs) observed as vanishing defects in thicker films (>10
mm). The main limitation of 3C-SiC comes from stacking
faults since their propagation throughout the epitaxial film
causes device failure and their linear density at the film
surface is still high.

Acting on the substrate, it is possible to achieve a better
compliance between Si and 3C-SiC. We present here an
approach to favor defect geometrical reduction by creating
Inverted Silicon Pyramids (ISP) prior to hetero-epitaxy.

This reduction is related to the geometry of the ISP
substrate generating regions in thin 3C-SiC films with very
high-defect density at the interface over the pyramids. Most
of the stacking faults in these regions are forced to meet
one another within the first micron of growth allowing a
much higher quality material when thicker films are grown.

3C-SiC growth on ISP substrate leads also to a decrease
in the 3C-SiC residual stress as well as in the bow of the
Si/SiC system.
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Contact:
Savino Longo (savino.longo@ba.imip.cnr.it) 
IMIP-Bari and University of Bari

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with RFX Consortium (Padua)
We can offer: advice for code development, material handling
and management, data references, models and simulations for
similar systems

Molecular Dynamics of Plasma-Wall Materials 
for Fusion Technology

Surfaces in contact with plasmas in the field of Fusion
energy production have morphological and transport
properties, which are not easily determined by direct
measurements in the operating conditions inside reactors.
Such materials include metal refractory oxides, metal alloys
and thin films. In order to obtain a high speed simulation
allowing a large set of atoms to be simulated, molecular
dynamics is a valid option. In order to get new information,
useful for device improvement, as accurate as possible
potentials must be adopted. Thermodynamic methods
(bottom picture) allow to determine additional important
quantities like chemical stability of phases and vapor
pressure. An important example is cesium, which is
evaporated in negative ion sources used in the Neutral
Drive concept for plasma heating in fusion reactors (top
picture, a simulation of Cs diffusion in an ion source). This
metal forms catalytic films (middle picture, Cs covering Mo)
which are essential to obtain a satisfactory ion yield.

Contact:
Elisabetta Comini (elisabetta.comini@ing.unibs.it) 

IDASC-Brescia

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with several companies (EADS, SACMI, 
SIEMENS, and many others).  
We can offer: metal oxides nanostructures and devices fabrication, 
fundamental and functional characterisation.

Metal oxide nanowires 
for functional devices

At SENSOR we synthesize and characterize quasi
monodimensional single crystals of Zn, Sn, Cu, W, Nb and In oxide
nanowires (NWs) by Physical Vapour Deposition techniques on many
conventional (glass, silicon, alumina), plastic and MEMS substrates.
The prepared nanostructrure are fully characterized in terms of
morphological, structural, electrical and optical properties in form of
bundles, vertically aligned NWs or single NW.

Nanowire applications at SENSOR range from Chemical Sensing,
Dye and Quantum Dots based solar cells, Single Nanowire Transistors
for biosensing, Electron sources for X ray emitters, Innovative
electrodes for Electrochemical Biosensing, Innovative Electrodes for
Li batteries, Thermolectrics, to nanowires for optoelectronics.

quasi
oxide
many

.
of
of

Sensing,

ZnO

CuO

Contact:

SENSOR Lab, since it was established, addressed its
activity in the field of material research for functional
applications through the bottom-up fabrication of highly
ordered, crystalline, quasi 1-dimensional (1-D)
nanostructures of ionic metal oxides. The increasing
scientific interest in 1-D systems (nanowires, nanorods,
nanotubes) and single-crystalline 1-D nanostructures are
nowadays emerging as building blocks for a new generation
of electronic, and optoelectronic nanometer-scaled devices
with superior performances.
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Contact:
Franca Albertini (franca.albertini@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM-Parma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with 
STMicroelectronics
We can offer:  
consulting services on new materials and 
magnetic  technologies, materials production, 
diagnostics, technological transfer.

Magnetic materials for energy

Magnetic materials are widely used in several important
applicative sectors related to energy conversion, electric power
generation, transportation, power electronics and information
technology and can play a crucial role in the realization of
technologies aimed at energy saving and CO2 emission reduction.
Hard and soft magnetic materials find for example different
applications in permanent magnets, and in the generation and
conversion of electric power. Their optimisation could benefit
different strategic sectors, e.g. hybrid and electric vehicle motors,
wind power generation, energy harvesting. Among energy-
efficient magnetic technologies an important role is also played by
magnetocaloric materials for their possible exploitation in
magnetic refrigeration, a clean technology alternative to
conventional vapor compression.

Moreover micro/nano structures based on magnetic thin films
and obtained with CMOS-compatible technologies pave the way to
new classes of devices, sensors and components (converters,
inductors…) that can give a strong impact to energy efficiency in
important technological sectors such as information technology
and the consumer electronics.

Our activity is focused on the development of new materials
for permanent magnets, magnetic refrigeration, and micro/nano
devices, magnetic properties characterization, development of
new technologies.

Schematic representation of: A) magnetocaloric cycle 
(left) and  the analogous vapour compression cycle 
(right); B) flux-gate sensor with a magnetic core

A

B

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: coating of surfaces with continuous and 
patterned layers of Zinc oxide nanowires, Zinc oxide 
selective etching

Contact:
A. Notargiacomo (andrea.notargiacomo@ifn.cnr.it )
M. Pea (marialilia.pea@ifn.cnr.it)
E. Giovine (ennio.giovine@ifn.cnr.it)
IFN-Roma

ZnO nanowires for sensors and energy harvesting
Piezoelectric zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires (NWs) are

attractive for application in electronics and sensors, and
can be effectively used for energy harvesting by
conversion of mechanical stresses induced by the
environment. Nanogenerators based on ZnO NWs have
been demonstrated with peak voltage of ~60V and
current of ~0.14 mA.

High efficiency sensor arrays and nanogenerators
require the synthesis of nanowires with uniform lateral
size, length and orientation. Templated growth of ZnO
nanowires can be a viable and effective route towards a
fine control over their shape and verticality. Our activity
is focused on the growth of ZnO NWs through a
patterned electron resist layer as a template. Electron
beam lithography allows for fine shaping the template
layer with sub-100nm resolution. Apertures in the resist
can be used to produce arrays of lines as well as
bunches of NWs. The shape, size and pitch of the
apertures tailor the length and size of the nanowires
produced thus allowing for the growth of NWs with
different shape in the same growth run.
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Contact:
Roberto Mosca (mosca@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM-Parma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we can offer: nano-material synthesis protocols, new  
material production,  related prototype development, diagnostics.

Nanostructured organic-inorganic hybrids 
and related devices for gas sensing and photovoltaics

Organic-inorganic hybrids are synthetic materials with
organic and inorganic components, intimately mixed to
combine or enhance properties associated with the
functional inorganic and organic components.

ZnS(en)0.5 is an example of layered hybrid material that
we synthesize through simple solvothermal routes as
nanocrystals having sheet-like shape and micrometer-scale
lateral dimensions. By suitable thermal treatments we
convert these nanostructures in single-crystal mesoporous
ZnO nanosheets that show high photocatalitic degradation
efficiency and excellent gas sensing properties due to their
high porosity. Usability for photoanode preparation has been
envisaged.

Methylammonium triiodoplumbate, CH3NH3PbI3, belongs
to the hybrid perovskites family that we prepare from
solution. Its excellent photoabsorbing properties make this
material very interesting for application in solid state dye
sensitized solar cells (SS-DSSC).

ethanol

CH3NH3PbI3

Contact:
DonatellaSchiumarini
(donatella.schiumarini@isc.cnr.it) 
ISC-Roma Montelibretti

Contact:
Laura Pilozzi ( laura.pilozzi@isc.cnr.it ) 
ISC-Roma Montelibretti

ii) Band Structure tuning in Uniaxial-Isotropic PCs

Optical Metamaterials for advanced Optical Devices

In 1D photonic crystals of uniaxial material the misalignment
of the optical axes in adiacent layers lets to tune position
and width of photonic band and band gaps. The figure
shows the band evolution of a periodic system as the
orientation of C, laying in the plane perpendicular to the
sequence, is varied of a for two adiacent uniaxial layers in
the cell . Moreover in these systems a redistribution of the
frequency density of states takes place enabling “frozen
modes” characterized by slow group velocity (the inverse of
the first order dispertion ).A suitable balance of group
velocity, relative band with and the effect of higher order
dispertion, lets to control the light speed and the realization
of optical buffers, optical signal compression and energy
space storage components.

The use of optical interference to enhance device performance
is one of the most important tools in modern optics. One
example is the ‘‘superprism effect’’. This unique behavior of
light in photonic crystals allows to obtain a super-dispersion
and an angular magnification due to the enhanced sensitivities
of the structure with respect to the wavelength and direction
of incident light. Spectral separation and beam steering
functions (fig.1) can be obtained by affecting the light
propagation in its group and phase velocity characteristics,
conveniently analyzed trough the equi-frequency surfaces
(fig.2) that map the dispersion surfaces for a constant
frequency. The proper design of PC superprism devices allows
the realization of high resolution biomaterial sensors.

i) Superprism effect for biosensors realization

Fig. 2

Fig. 
1

1

0
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Contact:
Irene Fassi (irene.fassi@itia.cnr.it)
Claudia Pagano (claudia.pagano@itia.cnr.it) 
ITIA-Milano

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with several partners in
the micro sector (Enki srl, ICMA San
Giorgio, AMSE).
We can offer: extruded nanofilled
polymeric blends with controlled
properties, microinjected products, tensile
test analyses at the micro scale, process
optimization, micro product development
and numerical simulations.

Material-process-structure-property-product
relation at the μ-scale

New technologies are continuously being developed in order to
fabricate micro products with increasing performances and
applications in several sectors. Polymeric materials are employed in
more and more devices due to their properties. Our researches are
focused on extrusion and micro-injection moulding, which we
combine in order to create high value miniaturized components and
products made of new polymeric materials with tailored properties.
In order to achieve high performances and miniaturized mass
production the two processes have to be controlled in an iterative
mode. Indeed, due to the small dimensions of the products their
internal structure can hugely affect their properties, and the high
shear rate involved in the microinjection can have a strong effect on
the internal structure and can also affect the internal distribution of
fillers. For these reasons our researches are focused on the
relationships among the extrusion processing conditions of the
nanocomposites, injection process conditions, microstructural
characteristics and mechanical/electrical/magnetic properties of
miniaturized specimens. A typical analysis involves the study of the
rheology of the new composite for different extrusion conditions and
of the effect of the injection moulding process conditions on the
micro- structural characteristics of the specimens, examined by
differential scanning calorimetry, wide-angle X-ray diffraction,
polarized light microscopy, and dynamic-mechanical thermal analysis
and on the mechanical behavior, examined by uniaxial tensile test.

Contact:
Daniele Sanvitto (daniele.sanvitto@nano.cnr.it)
IstitutoNano - Lecce

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia 
(IIT-CBN) –Italy, University of Salento, Universidad Autonoma de 
Madrid –Spain-, Université UPMC Paris (LKB) –France-, IESL-FORTH 
Crete –Greece-.

All optical polariton devices
The interaction of light and matter can be strongly

enhanced in solid state heterostructurues (microcavities)
which allow a coherent exchange of energy between
photons and excitons. This coupled system is much more
than the sum of its bare components, combining the best
properties of the electronic and photonic realms to
achieve outstanding performances in terms of fast
switching times (few picoseconds), low power nonlinear
operations, low heating transmission of information and
new possibilities for the implementation of optical logics
circuits integrated in semiconductor chips.

We have demonstrated the operation of a transistor
which works with light signals as input and output,
allowing for inter-connections of many transistors in the
same microcavity chip realizing optical gates (AND, OR,
NOT). The record switching time and activation energy are
of 8 ps and few fJ, respectively.

Moreover, the propagation of fluids of polaritons
allows the observation of lattices of quantum vortices
(hexagonal shape, shown in the bottom figures in intensity
and phase) which can be optically manipulated for their
implementation in future all-optical devices.

8 picosecond switching time
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Broadband and crack-free antireflection 
self-assembled nanocoating

Optical devices and many energy-related applications rely on
glass as a protecting barrier from external agents and as a
transparent window for light propagation. However, the
transmittance through a glass window is limited by reflection
losses that are always present at any interface separating
different indices of refraction.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nano-structured layers are
possible candidates for inexpensive and hydrophobic coatings to
be used on glass substrates. A mature manufacturing process
based on self-assembly, is used to create a single layer of nano-
pores in a polymer film. The nano-hemispheres on the PDMS film
are obtained by replica moulding of this porous film. The index of
refraction of the PDMS is very similar to the one of glass so it can
be conveniently used for coating glass surfaces. In principle it
could also be used for coating other SiO2 surfaces such as those
deposited on PV cells or LEDs, thus improving the performances
of those devices.

The nano-hemispheres on the PDMS film have a size of about
300nm. The nano-structured coatings are characterized by
comparing the transmission of a glass substrate with and without
the nano-coating. The transmission measurements performed at
different angles of incidence and over a wide range of
wavelengths (400nm – 900nm), show an improvement of more
than 1% in the transmission of the glass. Such value has to be
compared with the typical loss of about 4% introduced by a single
uncoated glass surface.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with RSE SpA. 
We can offer: AR coatings fabrication, optical 
characterization, modified and optimized 
morphologies. 

Contact:
Mariacecilia Pasini (pasini@ismac.cnr.it) 
ISMAC - Milano

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with RSE SpA. 
We can offer: AR coatings fabrication, optical 
characterization, modified and optimized 
morphologies. 

Contact:
Mariacecilia Pasini (pasini@ismac.cnr.it) 
ISMAC - Milano

Contact:
Giorgio Contini (giorgio.contini@cnr.it) 
ISM-Roma

We are looking for partners!
We are looking for partners for cooperation, commercial
agreement and financial resources: Industry, academy and
research organization.
Requested Cooperation: Technical consultancy, Quality control,
Joint further development, Testing of new applications,
Adaptation to specific needs, Financial Resources
Specific area of activity of the partner: Electronics and sensors
manufacturers and chemical industries.

Nano-Structured Materials 
by Adsorbed Molecules on Surfaces

Several two-dimensional nano-structured materials by
absorbing molecules on surfaces have been developed. The
advantage of this technology is the capability of tailoring the
materials properties as function of the used molecules and
growth parameters.

Applications and innovative aspects
This method can be used to obtain surfaces with specific

characteristics (e.g., changing its chirality nature and the
molecular groups that interact with the surface or producing 2-
dimentional polymers), and to modulate the surface properties
of materials with a broad spectrum of utilizations, such as
molecular electronic, sensors, surface protection.

This method permits the control of the surface parameters
at the nanoscale in order to change the properties of the new
material. These characteristics are function of the molecular
ordering on the surface and the inter-molecular and molecular-
substrate interactions.

�
Self-assembled molecular phase at room
temperature (upper panels); 2-dimensional
polymers after a thermal treatment (lower panels)
(scanning tunnelling microscopy images and
relative theoretical models are reported).
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Contact:
Vincenzo Palermo (vincenzo.palermo@isof.cnr.it)
Andrea Liscio (andrea.liscio@isof.cnr.it)
Emanuele Treossi (emanuele.treoss@isof.cnr.it) 
ISOF-Bologna

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: expertise and a wide range of 
graphene-based products (as solution with LPE 
graphene, graphene single sheets chemically 
functionalised, etc) to develop new advanced 
materials 

Graphene-based materials
Graphene is a wonder material with many superlatives to its

name given by its extraordinary properties (mechanical,
electrical, thermal, etc). The graphene industrial-scale
production and as well as the transferring of the single-sheet
properties on macroscopic objects, are two of the main
challenges. Moreover, it is noteworthy to remind that the
market of graphene applications is essentially driven by progress
in the production of graphene with properties appropriate for
the specific application, and this situation is likely to continue for
the next decade or at least until each of graphene’s many
potential applications meets its own requirements.

Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE) is one of the most promising
method for the scalable production of graphene which also
paves the way to incorporate graphene sheets in a composite
material. LPE is based on exposing the materials to a solvent
with a surface tension that favours an increase in the total area
of graphite crystallites.

Nanochemistry Labs (ISOF-CNR) already product gram-scale
of LPE graphenic sheets in i) solution, ii) powder and iii) single
sheets in tens of micron scale. Even if the quality can differ a lot
from the single graphene layer, this kind of bulk grades of
graphene are currently being evaluated in numerous fields of
application as printed electronics, electromagnetic shielding,
barrier coatings, heat dissipation, supercapacitors, smart
windows, and so on. A number of flake-based products can be
expected in the marketplace within a few years, and prototype
applications for conductive inks have already been
demonstrated on the commercial level.

Hydrogen Storage on Graphene
The realization of new and innovative hydrogen storage materials has

worldwide strategic importance. In this context, graphene has recently
attracted attention as a promising hydrogen storage medium. Indeed,
graphene is lightweight, chemically stable, and exhibits attractive physico-
chemical properties for hydrogen adsorption.

The energetics of chemisorption of molecular hydrogen on graphene
can be controlled by the local curvature of the graphene sheet. Our work
shows that the corrugation of the graphene sheet and the controlled
inversion of its curvature yield fast loading of atomic and release of
molecular hydrogen. This curvature dependence combined with the known
flexibility of graphene may be exploited for storage and controlled release
of hydrogen at room temperature, making it a valuable candidate for the
implementation of hydrogen-storage devices.

The interaction between hydrogen and graphene can be further
controlled by chemical functionalization of the material, thus enabling fine
tuning of the adsorption/desorption-properties of hydrogen on graphene.
Theoretical studies regarding metal atoms deposited on graphene suggest
that such materials can adsorb up to 10 wt% gravimetric density of
hydrogen. We study hydrogen adsorption and desorption on functionalized
graphene in order to test these theoretical proposals. Our results
demonstrate the stability of hydrogen binding at room temperature and
show that functionalized graphene is a suitable material for hydrogen-
storage applications.

Available experimental facilities at the NEST laboratory in Pisa include
an ultra-high vacuum variable-temperature STM system with hydrogen
cracker and thermal desorption spectroscopy, graphene growth facilities
for CVD on metals and on SiC, micro-Raman spectroscopy, AFM, and SEM.
DFT computational techniques are also available.

With regard to enterprises...
This work is done in collaboration with 
CNI@NEST, IIT, Pisa. Furthermore, we 
collaborate with the Japanese Telecom 
NTT. 
We can offer: Expertise in graphene 
technology and processing, high-
resolution state-of-the art sample 
characterization.

Contact:
S. Heun (stefan.heun@nano.cnr.it)
NEST, NANO - Pisa
and Scuola Normale Superiore - Pisa
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Contact:
Paola Stagnaro (stagnaro@ge.ismac.cnr.it)

Lucia Conzatti (conzatti@ge.ismac.cnr.it)
ISMAC - Genova

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with academic groups and are looking for 
industrial partners.
We can offer: composites preparation (batch mixer, pilot-scale 
twin-screw  extruder) and characterization (structure-
morphology-properties relationship), services for charge.

Growing environmental and social awareness has forced the research for new
composite materials based on agricultural and industrial biomasses, especially for
applicative fields which do not require excellent mechanical properties, i.e.
secondary and tertiary structures, panels, packaging, gardening items, cases, etc.

Natural fibres (NFs) of animal (wool, feathers) and vegetable (wood, hemp,
flax) origin are important renewable resources, as they are abundantly present in
wastes from textile industry, stock-farming, butchery and agriculture. NFs are
lightweight, non-abrasive, non-toxic, cost efficient, recyclable, biodegradable, and
require low energy for manufacturing.

Within this framework, we have tackled a study aimed at obtaining, by means of simple melt blending techniques, eco-
composites based on NFs and thermoplastic matrices. A series of composites containing wool (WF) or hemp fibres (HF) as
NFs and polypropylene (PP) or biodegradable polyesters as matrices were prepared and characterized in terms of thermal,
mechanical and morphological features. NFs were used in different amounts (and successfully added to the polymer matrix
up to 60 wt.%). New pre-treatments and/or chemical modification of fibres were developed, and the use of adhesion
promoters was also investigated in order to enhance fibre/matrix adhesion.

Contact:
Dr. Alberto Figoli (a.figoli@itm.cnr.it) 
ITM, Rende (CS) 

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with several Italian companies on R&D
projects on membrane preparation for water treatment applications.
We own a patent: Method for Fabrication of Elastomeric Asymmetric
Membranes from Hydrophobic Polymers, U.S.Patent n. 11/598,840.
We can offer: Membrane development in different configurations
(flat and capillary) and characterisation.

Membranes with tailored properties 
for water treatment and reuse 

Nowadays, pollution and reduction of both water and oil sources
pushes companies and academia to look for more environmental
friendly and sustainable technologies to face the problem of fresh
water shortage. Therefore, much effort is devoted to water
treatment, remediation, desalination and reuse.
In recent years, membrane processes have found application in
various industrial fields. In several areas, the use of membrane
operations, such as reverse osmosis, micro-, ultra- and nano-filtration,
represents a viable alternative to traditional systems of filtration and
chemical treatment of water, enhancing product quality and process
efficiency.

The “heart” of any membrane operation is the membrane itself. In
our Institute, membranes are usually prepared by phase inversion
induced either by temperature (TIPS) or non-solvent diffusion (NIPS)
in both flat and hollow-fiber configurations. Membrane morphologies
(isotropic and anisotropic, either porous or dense), properties (pore
size, porosity, contact angle, roughness) and performance (water
permeability and solute rejection) can be tailored by varying several
preparation key parameters. Once prepared, the membranes are
assembled into modules and tested in lab and pilot scale plants. Membrane 

Modules

Flat Membranes

Capillary 
Membranes

Environmentally friendly polymeric composites from low-
cost natural fibres for green building

Their combination with commodity or biodegradable plastics can provide partially of wholly
biodegradable materials characterized by novel tailored performances. Because of NFs are
characterized by a natural hydrophilicity which limits their interfacial adhesion with polymer
matrices (generally hydrophobic), their chemical modification and/or the use of adhesion
promoters are necessary for obtaining materials with good fibre dispersion and mechanical
performances.
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Microcontact printing (mCP) of polymer active layers in
organic optoelectonics.

mCP, a soft lithography technique widely used in the
last two decades, consists in transferring an ink from a
PDMS elastomer stamp to a receiving substrate surface.
It has been used to impart to the printed layer a
predefined pattern with micrometer resolution.

mCP, more recently, has been also used to deposit a
continuous organic/polymer layer in a dry, solvent-free
condition. The absence of solvent confers on this
technique the advantage to deposit subsequent layers
without damaging the underlying layers.

mCP is here applied for deposition of active layers in
the organic/polymer optoelectronics field. In the OFET
(Organic Field Effect Transistor) case, an application of
stretching to the stamp during mCP is finalized to induce
a polymer orientation in the printed layer and
consequently a charge-carrier mobility improvement.
For OPV(Organic Photovoltaic Cell) and OLED(Organic
Light Emission Diode) applications, the goal with mCP is
to obtain a particular bilayer structure where
intermixing of different active components is confined
into a thin interface. Contact:

G.Scavia (guido.scavia@ismac.cnr.it)
ISMAC-Milano

Nanostructures like nanowires, nanotubes, nanorods,
nanosheets and many others are currently extremely appealing
for both nanoscience basic research and for nanotechnology
applications.

Because of their exclusive solid state characteristics, such
nanostructures exhibit optical, electrical, magnetic and
piezoelectric properties significantly different with respect to
their 3D bulky counterparts. Moreover some specific features
can be positively enhanced thanks to the intrinsic small
diameter and 1D confinement of electrical conductivity.
Furthermore nanostructures have been demonstrated as a
promising tool for the implementation of a profitable “bottom-
up” fabrication approach, eventually through a proper
integration with customized microstructures, to address
innovative nanotechnology based applications.

Sensing (environment control, biomedicine, agri-food, …)
and Energy (energy harvesting, photovoltaic) are among the
most promising potential applications.

Thanks to an advanced Focused Ion Beam facility (Zeiss-
Auriga) equipped with electron and ion beam induced
deposition of Pt (through an in-situ gas injection system), we
can offer the possibility to wire bond single nanostructures to a
customized patterned array of gold microelectrodes to
investigate their electrical and functional properties for both
basic research and different sensing and energy harvesting
applications. Both thin and relatively thick metalizations are
feasible, moreover on a widespread distribution of
nanostructures lengths, shapes and materials.

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: customization for the bonding and 
electrical characterization of single nanostructures 
made of different materials.

Contact:
M. Cocuzza (matteo.cocuzza@cnr.it)
A. Zappettini (zapp@area.bo.cnr.it )
R. Mosca (mosca@imem.cnr.it)
IMEM - Parma

Bonding and electrical/piezoelectrical
characterization of single nanostructures
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Bio-inspired Nanocomposite Biosensors

Nanostructures have been investigated as potential
frameworks to immobilize bio-molecules. Theoretically, such an
arrangement enhances the bio-sensing performances (i.e.
capture efficiency, sensitivity, etc.) of sensors by increasing the
interacting surface and the density of potential binding sites.
The generation of nanofibrous matrices with binding capacity
towards biomolecules has enabled the development of
improved biosensors.

Quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) are commonly well-
known as high-resolution mass-sensitive transducers. They are
known to be, in fact, a versatile category of physical, biological
or chemical sensors sensitive to the mass of molecular analytes.
Nanofibrous scaffolds of both PMMA (poly(methyl
methacrylate)) and PVCcar (polyvinyl chloride carboxylate),
properly functionalized with oligonucleotide probes (ssDNA and
dsDNA), was electrospun to coat quartz microbalances (QCMs)
and investigated as bio-inspired scaffold for biomolecules.

Likewise, a strong biocompatible material such as TiO2
(titania), through adsorbing proteins on its nanofibrous surface,
was able to create novel potential bio-mimetic sensors based
on gravimetric transducers with a wide range of potential
applications for both health and environmental monitoring.

The evidence of protein binding onto TiO2 nanofibres and
the effect of this attachment on the frequency responses of the
selected resonator suggest the possible use of such a
nanofibrous scaffold to construct highly sensitive biosensors.
Furthermore, the high grade of biocompatibility of TiO2 may
also indicate the use of such biosensors for medical
applications.

With regard to enterprises...
The present activity is carried out within a European
COST Action MP1206 (2013-2017) in cooperation
with International Universities and SMEs.
We can offer: bioinspired biosensor for health and
environment monitoring; sensors electronic
interfaces; design of electrospinning technology;
clean room facilities; QCMs design and
manufacturing; measuring devices.

Contacts:
Antonella Macagnano (antonella.macagnano@cnr.it)
Roberto Pilloton (roberto.pilloton@cnr.it)

With regard to enterprises...
The present activity is carried out within a European

inspired Nanocomposite Biosensors
AFM: TiO2 fibres+ 

proteins
TEM: PVCcar + 
ssDNA

QCM and a QCM device

Contact:
Silvana De Iuliis (deiuliis@ieni.cnr.it) 
Francesca Migliorini (migliorini@ieni.cnr.it)
IENI-Milano

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with the international scientific 
community on Laser-Induced Incandescence (www.liiscience.org)
We own an Italian Patent ITRM20090617.
We can offer: service (e.g. experimental 
campaign,comparison/calibration with other diagnostic tools)

High Sensitivity Laser-Induced Incandescence (HS-LII) 
for nanoparticles detection

A portable instrument for the detection of carbonaceous
particles has been designed and developed In the laboratory
of Laser Diagnostics at IENI-CNR Institute in Milan.

The instrument is essentially based on the application of
the two-color laser-induced incandescence (LII) technique. A
pulsed laser beam is used to properly heat the particles up to
the sublimation temperature (about 4000 K). The resulting
incandescence radiation emitted from the particles after
each laser pulse allows us to derive the volume fraction and
the particle size. The instrument has been calibrated with
other optical techniques and compared with a commercial
one-wavelength aethalometer.

Measurements of carbonaceous particulate with the LII
instrument can be conducted in different environmental
conditions, covering a wide range of concentration (from
ambient air to cars exhaust). The detection limit of the LII
instrument has been estimated to be in the range of 200
ng/m3.
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Gas-sensor and bio-sensor based on silicon nanowires

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: fabrication, service, diagnostics

Contact:
Annalisa Convertino (annalisa.convertino@cnr.it) 
Faustino Martelli (faustino.martelli@cnr.it)
IMM-Roma

NO2 gas sensor
Dense forests of Si NWs grown by plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) show
self-welded wires. Transport-based devices can profit
of these structures, as we demonstrate for chemical
sensors.

Silica NWs, produced by oxidation of Si NWs are decorated with
Au or Ag nanoparticles that induce local surface plasmon
resonances whose energy depends on the environmental
refractive index: therefore they can be used as biosensors.

A multi-parametric sensing system for soil pollutant monitoring
Monitoring of pollutants in soil is rather difficult because

contaminants can undergo several processes in soil that may affect their
transport, degradation and ultimately their toxic effects on organisms.
According to the chemical and physical properties of both pollutants and
soils, mutual interactions varies in strength. Conventional procedures for
pollutant detection are often time consuming, involve soil sampling,
transfer to laboratories for pollutant extraction and final detection
through complex instrumentations.

Sensors and sensing devices in environmental monitoring may be
very useful when repeated measurements need to carried out in the
same environment over long periods. Sensors, however, can be affected
by several environmental factors (temperature, humidity, interferents,
etc.), which can alter their performances. Similarly to what happens in
laboratory assays, where the combination of suitable controls and
procedures are carried out, sensing systems need to be designed and set
up to prevent possible interferences and suitable measurement
procedures need to be performed.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborated with ARIES s.r.l. and SO.TEL s.r.l. 
on a R&D project for the development of a device 
for in situ monitoring of soil volatile pollutants
We can offer: sensor design, layout and pattern, 
thin film and nanostructured coatings, biosensors.

Contact:
Fabrizio De Cesare
DeCesare@unitus.it

The multi-parametric sensing system we have fabricated has
been designed on purpose and a specific sampling procedure has
been planned. Distinct modules for different types of sensors
have been set up to measure contaminants and soil properties,
and hold electronics, and then assembled in a stainless steel tube.
A suitable chamber for pollutant sampling has been fabricated. A
dedicated software has been created to subtract the effects of
environmental conditions on pollutant measures after suitable
calibrations. The hybrid-sensing device has also been provided
with a module for wireless transmission of collected data to
obtain a self-sufficient monitoring system working in situ.
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Contact:
Stefano Zampolli (zampolli@bo.imm.cnr.it) 
IMM-Bologna

With regard to enterprises...
On this activity, we have an ongoing collaboration with Pollution 
s.r.l. (Budrio, BO).
We own a patent on FAST-GC optimized micro-TCD
(RM2012A000311).
We can offer: prototype fabrication, application development, 
technology transfer, service and consulting.

Micro Thermal-conductivity detector (mTCD)
for gas-chromatographic applications

Among many existing detectors for gas-chromatography
(GC), thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs) are most suitable
for integration into a miniature GC system, due to the
following characteristics: i) it is a general purpose detector,
sensitive to most gas species; ii) the mass sensitivity scales
favorably with miniaturization; iii) it is suitable to be fabricated
with MEMS technology; iv) it is a simple, robust low-power
detector with small footprint.

CNR-IMM Bologna has prototyped innovative micro-TCDs
optimized for FAST-GC systems, where extremely small and
controlled detector volumes are mandatory in order to
perform complete GC analyses in few tens of seconds. The
detection microchamber, with a volume below 200 ml, is
suitable for direct integration with fused silica capillaries. The
fabrication process flow is performed at wafer level, yielding
low-cost reproducible detectors. Suitable control electronics
with on-board amplification and A/D conversion and
protection circuitry were designed and successfully validated.
Applications include on-line and industrial monitoring, safety
and security, air quality and surveillance, agro-food.

Contact:
Stefano Zampolli (zampolli@bo.imm.cnr.it) 

Contact:
Gian Carlo Cardinali (cardinali@bo.imm.cnr.it) 
IMM-Bologna

With regard to enterprises...
On this activity, we have an ongoing collaboration with 
Pollution s.r.l. (Budrio, BO). The MEMS FAST-GC columns are 
also employed in the FP7-SEC “DIRAC” project.
We own a patent on circular buried microchannels 
(WO2013008191).
We can offer: prototype fabrication, application development, 
technology transfer, service and consulting

Packed and open-tubular micro gas-chromatographic columns
Real-world gas measurement is a challenging task,

generally requiring the detection of traces of the target
molecule within complex mixtures and overwhelming
amounts of interfering species. For this reason, laboratories
mostly rely on gas chromatographic (GC) instrumentation,
which allows for the spatio-temporal separation of a mixture
into its main components.

CNR-IMM Bologna has a long-term expertise in
miniaturization of GC devices through MEMS processes and
smart system integration. Low power consumption, small
footprint and state-of-the-art separation capabilities are
achieved through precise control of the GC column geometry
and materials. Both packed and open-tubular capillary
columns were demonstrated.
MEMS GC separation columns are suitable for integration into
portable analytical gas sensing microsystems, and applications
in environmental monitoring and industrial quality control are
already being addressed.

Future applications in safety and security, agro-food
quality, breath analysis and industrial security can be targeted
by the micro-GC approach.
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Contact:
Fulvio Mancarella (mancarella@bo.imm.cnr.it) 
IMM-Bologna

With regard to enterprises...
On this activity, we have an ongoing collaboration with 
Pollution s.r.l. (Budrio, BO). The SU-8 micro-vavles are also 
employed in the FP7-SEC “DIRAC” project.
We can offer: prototype fabrication, application 
development, technology transfer, service and consulting

Pneumatically actuated SU-8 micro-membrane valves 
for gas and liquid microfluidics

While miniaturization and micromachining of
analytical devices such as pre-concentrators,
chromatographic separators and detectors allows
targeting new applications with state-of-the-art
sensing performances, the extremely low volumes to
be handled require precise control and dispensing on
sub-microliter volumes. As an example, FAST-GC
columns are able to perform complete analyses in few
tens of seconds, but require extremely sharp
injections in order to preserve the separation
capabilities of low diameter microcolumns.

CNR-IMM Bologna has developed a process flow
for wafer-level fabrication of pneumatically actuated
micro-membrane valves based on SU-8 as structural
material. With suitable mask designs, several valves
can be interconnected into complete injection systems
and ultra-low-volume dispensers with small footprint
and extremely fast actuation times.

The prototypal valves and injectors were
demonstrated for liquid routing, as internal loop
injectors for FAST-GC and external-loop injectors for
pre-concentration/GC systems, while other possible
applications include liquid dispensing of drugs and
chemicals.

Full-color solution processable OLED display
White organic light-emitting diodes (WOLEDs) have gained

increasing interest both in the scientific and in the industrial
communities thanks to their great potential in lighting
applications and as back-lights in liquid-crystal displays. In the
future WOLEDs can represent a valuable alternative to
conventional lamps thanks to both their higher efficiencies and
their unique properties such as large-area emission, wide viewing
angle and easy processability in transparent and flexible devices.
White-light emission can been obtained either by mixing the
three fundamental colors or with two complementary colors and
devices have been reported with multiple and single layer
architectures. Among many different approaches, devices based
on wet processable (spin-coating, doctor blade, roll-to-roll)
polymeric materials are of particular interest since they provide a
simple technology for low-cost large area and flexible devices,
allowing for extension of the results of research to large scale
production.

The rational molecular design of conjugated compounds by
chemical tailoring is a straightforward strategy to tune the optical
properties and device performance. We prepare OLED devices
with single or multilayer architectures to give monochromatic or
white emission, by keeping a full wet fabrication procedure. The
correlated color temperature (CCT) and color rendering index
(CRI) can be finely tuned to match with different light source
usage. Technological interesting device parameters (luminous
and power efficiency, luminance, CCT, CRI, durability) are
measured at ISMAC, and state-of-the-art device efficiency for
fluorescent emitters is obtained.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with local enterprises on a R&D
projects for the development of solid-state lighting
sources.
We can offer our know-how for technological
transfer as well as electro-optical characterization
of light sources.
Contact:
Umberto Giovanella (u.giovanella@ismac.cnr.it) 
ISMAC - Milano

With regard to enterprises
We collaborate with local enterprises
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Contact:
Camilla Baratto (baratto@ing.unibs.it) 
IDASC- Brescia

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with OSRAM 
We can offer: ZnO nanowires growth, electroluminescence and 
photoluminescence testing.

LED based on ZnO nanowires

ZnO, is a metal oxide semiconductor with bandgap at 3.37eV, with
large exciton binding energy (about 60 meV): exciton radiative
recombination in ZnO is effective at RT and can lead to efficient LEDs
in the short-wavelength range (UV), by realization of heterojunction
with p-type GaN. The use of vertically aligned ZnO nanowires (NWs)
can help improve the quality of heterojunction between ZnO and
GaN, with respect to thin film devices. We have prepared aligned ZnO
NWs with diameter ranging from 20 to 200 nm on p-GaN; growth is
hexagonal and NWs are tapered at the end. Growth of metal oxide
nano-crystals is based on the combined Vapour-Phase (VP) and
Vapour-Liquid-Solid (VLS) growth mechanism. 1 μm

Contact:
Vincenzo Maiorano (vincenzo.maiorano@nano.cnr.it) 
CNR - Istituto Nanoscienze - Lecce

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with 
STMicroelectronics, Tozzi Renewable Energy (TRE) 
Selex ES (partner of Mediteknology, CNR Spin-off), 
State Key Laboratory on Integrated Optoelectronics, 
Jilin University, China (bilateral cooperation)
We own a patent on p-i-n OLEFET (WO 2011110664  
(A1) (15/09/2011)), on  MC-OLED (WO 2009090248 
(A1) (23/07/2009))
We can offer: OLED-OLEFET device fabrication, 
characterization and simulation

Organic light emitting devices: display and lighting 
applications

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are very promising type
of technologies having a wide range of applications. In less than
two decades, after the fundamental discoveries of organic
electroluminescence, they have become a commercial reality in
display technology (AMOLED). The development of large area
white OLEDs (WOLEDs) for general lighting and signalling has also
become a priority. WOLED technology has a great deal of
potential, such as fine control of colour quality with an almost
perfect Rendering Colour Index (CRI) near 100, a theoretical
efficiency of 200 lum/W, the creation of light sources on
extremely thin flexible panels, something unthinkable for the
fluorescent or incandescent light bulbs of today.

We have demonstrated a new concept “p-i-n MC-OLED”
structure for white and monochrome OLED, that offers the
possibility to optimize the outcoupling efficiency and improve the
output luminance, through the amplification of the light emission
at the wavelength next to the resonance wavelength of the cavity,
in the direction parallel to its axis, without changing its electrical
behaviour. For red MC-OLED, operating at high luminance of
10000 cd/m2, we report a current efficiency of 40 cd/A, ensuring a
lifetime (LT50%) of 2000h.

More recently, we have demonstrated the first trilayer
heterostructure of ambipolar “p-i-n Organic Light Emitting Field
Effect Transistor” (p-i-n OLEFET) in a bottom contact/top gate
configuration, featuring light emission across the whole channel
area. It combines in a single device, the current modulation
functions and electrical switching properties of a field effect
transistor with light generation capabilities of an organic LED.

0,1 μm
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Contacts:
Francesco Riboli, riboli@lens.unifi.it,  LENS, University of Florence, Sesto Fiorentino, Firenze
Diederik Sybolt Wiersma, wiersma@lens.unifi.it,  LENS-INO, CNR, Sesto Fiorentino, Firenze
Matteo Burresi, burresi@lens.unifi.it, LENS-INO, CNR, Sesto Fiorentino, Firenze

Photonic structures for light harvesting in solar cells

Disordered photonic structures are able to efficiently absorb
electromagnetic waves. We demonstrated a new concept of disordered
photonic material (fig. a), easy to realize and to integrate within any kind
of device, that is able to enhance the absorption coefficient of incident
electromagnetic waves up to a factor of four (fig. b). The flexibility of the
design allow to use the material in many contexts in order to absorb
visible light, microwaves as well as radar waves. Absorption
enhancement is independent from the angle of incidence and
polarization of light, and the thickness of the absorbing material is much
smaller that the wavelength of the absorbed light.

The most promising application is the integration of the new material
within a thin film solar cell (fig. c) to enhance the absorption coefficient
of the incident solar light and decrease the thickness of the active
material, saving time and costs in the production process.

We experimentally demonstrated the absorption enhancement and
the benefit of integrating the disordered photonic material within an
amorphous silicon solar cell.

Patent PCT/IT2010/000381, September 2010. Inventors: F. Riboli, D.S.
Wiersma, M. Burresi, K. Vynck.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Contact:
Gabriella Di Carlo ( gabriella.dicarlo@ismn.cnr.it)
Roberta Toro (roberta.toro@ismn.cnr.it)
Daniela Caschera (daniela.caschera@ismn.cnr.it)
ISMN-Montelibretti

Enhancement of titania photoanode 
performance for applications in DSSC

A dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is an electrochemical
device using chemical reactions, and generating electricity
when photo-sensitized dye absorbs the sunlight and
generates electrons.

DSSCs are used to generate electricity from solar energy
using nano-sized titanium dioxide particles impregnated with
a sensitizer. The light absorption by the dye is responsible for
the excitation of an electron and its subsequent injection
into the conduction band of the titania. This photoinduced
electron transfer leads to the production of photocurrent
and is consequently crucial to the device efficiency.

The dyes are chemisorbed on nanostructured TiO2
surface and the dye/titania interaction has a key role on the
power conversion efficiency. The performance of the
photoanode can be improved by increasing the light
harvesting and promoting the electron injection process. To
optimize these parameters one strategy is to modify the
morphology of titania substrates.

In particular, we have recently developed ordered
mesoporous titania films with high surface area that have
shown enhanced performance. We have observed that by
changing the morphology of titania films it is possible to
improve the both dye loading and the light harvesting
efficiency.
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Contact:
Magda Blosi (magda.blosi@istec.cnr.it) 
ISTEC-Faenza (Ra)

With regard to enterprises
On this topic  we collaborate with 
Magapore S. L (Zaragoza, Spain), Colorobbia 
S.p.A, University of Parma on the study of the
antibacterial properties.
We are author of a patent on a green synthesis
of nanometals:  WO2010EP52534 20100301.
We can offer: research service on synthesis
and application of nanosilver

Nanosilver: a green solution for the antibacterial activity

Silver material and its compounds were well known and
broadly used since ancient time for their strong inhibitory and
bactericidal effects and nowadays, owing to the recent advances
on metal nanoparticles (NPs) researches, a revived attention on
antimicrobial application of Ag NPs is paying. One of the main
technological applications of Ag nanosol deals with surface
treatment, in order to produce antibacterial surfaces. In fact silver
nanoparticles is a versatile material which can be applied on
several kinds of surfaces as glass, tiles, textiles and so on, using
different techniques like as spray gun, screen printing, dip
coating, spin coating so providing antibacterial properties to all
the treated substrates.

ISTEC developed several synthesis procedures useful to obtain
silver nanoparticles in form of nanosols by using several green
and eco-friendly processes. Due to their peculiar characteristics,
the optimized synthesis routes are versatile and easily scalable on
large production offering several advantages with respect to the
processes described in the literature. The prepared nanoparticles
have been fully characterized from a chemical point of view,
moreover they showed outstanding antimicrobic activity against
different bacteria strains. The experimental activity is now
ongoing to better understand the antibacteric mechanisms
together with the toxichologic aspects in order to explore new
application fields.

In a lecture called “Small Wonders: The World of Nanoscience”, the Nobel Prize winner Dr. Horst Störmer
said that the nanoscale is more interesting than the atomic scale because the nanoscale is the first point
where we can assemble something, and it's not until we start putting atoms together that we can make
anything useful. The use of nanoscale structures in technology and medicine has already infiltrated daily life
in countless ways. A range of applications in areas of sensors, coatings, hybrid materials, catalysis and
biocatalysis and drug delivery are presently exploited. Nonetheless, nanotechnology is universally recognized
as one of the most important scientific fields of the twenty-first century, and biomedical applications of this
technology is one of seven emerging research areas highlighted by the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research.
In particular, in 2012 the USA has invested 3.7 billion dollars through its National Nanotechnology Institute
followed by Japan with 750 million and the European Union 1.2 billion.

Application of nanotechnologies to life science requires an interdisciplinary effort, involving both
theoretical and experimental research. Although the nanotech field is still in its infancy, in the next few years
there are likely to be further exciting developments across physics, chemistry, engineering and medical
science. Combined efforts of researchers working in different fields will produce findings with potential use in
preventing, diagnosing and treating human diseases, as well as relieving pain, therefore revolutionizing the
way we detect and treat disease and damage to the human body.

The following tabs deal with synthesis of nanomaterials, nanotechnology approaches to biology,
biology-inspired nanomaterials, toxicology, delivery and pharmacokinetics of nanomedicines, imaging,
diagnostics, improved therapeutics, innovative and implantable biomaterials, interactions of nanomaterials
with cells, tissues and living organisms, safety protocols, and nanomedical devices. They are certainly nice
examples of the interdisciplinarity required in medicine, health and biotech applications of nanotechnology,
but they are ideas sitting “on the lab bench”, ready for practical applications.

Medicine, Health and 
Biotechnology
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Gold functionalized ZnO nanostructures  
for bio-medical diagnostic

Contact:
Andrea Zappettini (zapp@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM - Parma

Zinc oxide tetrapods (ZnO TP) gain more and more
attention in material science as their exotic morphology is
combined with a large number of application fields
(optoelectronic, photovoltaic, gas- and biosensing,
photocatalysis, etc.). This versatility can be further expanded
through the tailoring of material properties by surface
functionalization with different materials including
semiconductors, magnetic materials and noble metal
nanoparticles.

In particular, coupling ZnO TP with gold (Au) nanoparticles
results in an advanced tool for biomedical diagnostic that
allows bio-detection of pathogens, detection of proteins,
probing of DNA structure, tissue engineering, separation and
purification of biological molecules and
Cells, enhancement of MRI contrast.

Taking advance of the metal plasmon, SERS (Surface
Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy) analysis can be performed
using ZnO as a carrier, supporting Au nanoparticles, thus
avoiding the internalization of the biosensor inside the cellular
environment.
The surface plasmon resonance can be tuned by varying the
size or shape of the nanoparticles, leading to particles with
tailored optical properties for different applications.

Such development of new materials for biomedical
applications can provide useful information on intracellular
metabolic and pathologic processes.

We can offer...
ZnO Nanostructures, gold nanoparticles, Au-
functionalized ZnO nanostructures.

Contact:
Anna Luisa Costa (anna.costa@istec.cnr.it) 
ISTEC-Faenza

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with 5 companies 
involved on NMs manufacturing processes,  that let 
available exposure scenarios and in some case materials 
and information to evaluate the proposed NMs risk 
remediation strategies

Designing “safe” nanomaterials

• CREATE PROTECTIVE LAYERS that decrease
health hazard or biological exposure potential

• CONTROL HAZARD SPECIFIC PROPERTIES and
decrease health hazard

• CREATE STABILIZED STRUCTURES that
decrease emission potential and improve
nano-product recovery and disposal

Figure 1: Surface engineering» design options

The health impact assessment and control of nanostructures has been recognized to be part of the key areas of
nanomedicine research . The ongoing FP7 collaborative project Sanowork (NMP4-SL-2011-280716) addresses one of
the most amazing challenge: to design safer nanostructures, still displaying the reactivity that make them useful. The
proposed “design option” based risk remediation strategies (RRS) are based on surface engineering (Figure 1), at the
aim to:

The strategies to be effective are to be integrated
within real industrial processing lines and evaluated
in term of COST (cost of process extra steps,
potential loss of performances) and BENEFITS
(decrease of potential risk, potential process
improvements).
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Contact:
Francesco Galeotti (f.galeotti@ismac.cnr.it) 

ISMAC-Milano

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we can offer: silk manipulation and chemical 
modification, silk films fabrication , development of different kind of 
patterning, optical characterization of patterned surfaces. 

Precise surface patterning of silk fibroin films 
for biomedical applications

Silk produced by the silkworm Bombyx mori is
living today a second youth as a sustainable material
for high-technology applications. We have developed
a simple and cost-effective fabrication technique
which allows to prepare free-standing
micropatterned pure protein films under ambient
processing conditions. In this view, we take
advantage of the auto organization of polymers in
microporous films – the so-called breath figure
formation – to create a specific morphology, which is
then transferred to silk.

The method includes, after the construction of a
microcavities array, two to four soft-lithographic
steps, depending on the kind of desired surface
patterning. Arrays of concave or convex microlens, as
well as packed micrometric bumps ordered in a
hexagonal fashion, are possible obtainable
architectures.

Despite the straightforwardness of the procedures proposed, our method is able to produce, with high precision,
transparent and stable silk fibroin films shaped with ordered superficial pattern, which are actractive for the
development of new biocompatible photonic devices.

Magnetic materials for nanomedicine

Contact:
Franca Albertini (franca.albertini@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM-Parma

Magnetic materials play a very important role in
several nanomedicine sectors related to diagnosis and
therapy.

The development of new classes of innovative
nanomaterials allows alternative approaches both for
drug delivery and cancer treatments with many
potential benefits for human health .

Magnetic nanoparticles can be exploited for:
• Drug delivery (charged on their surface)
• Labeling biological or chemical entities

(opportunely functionalized)
• Enhancing contrast in MRI or new imaging

techniques
• New therapeutic approaches for cancer cure

as hyperthermia
Devices based on thin films and nanostructures can

also be exploited as high sensitivity biomedical sensors.
Our activity is focused on the development of

magnetic nanoparticles, multifunctional
nanocomposites and magnetic thin films, magnetic
properties characterization, hyperthermia
measurements in colloidal solutions and cellular
cultures.

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer:  consulting services on new materials and 
magnetic  technologies, materials production and 
characterization and hyperthermia measurements .
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Contact:
Sara Belloli (sara.belloli@ibfm.cnr.it) 

IBFM - Segrate (MI)

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with the BtBs department of the University
of Milano-Bicocca (Dr. Prosperi). Our procedures may be of interest for
the development of new molecules including drug delivery systems. We
can offer: preclinical service for in vivo imaging and ex-vivo kinetic,
therapy evaluation, animal models of disease.

Dual labeled silica nanoparticles for biomedical applications
Nanoparticles-based systems can be arranged to recognize particular features

of breast cancer (i.e. receptor expression) and successfully employed as carrier for
both contrast agent for the early detection of tumoral lesions and therapeutic
molecules for their treatment. In particular, spherical silica nanoparticles (SNPs)
can be engineered with Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2)
antibody to detect and treat HER2-positive breast cancer and functionalized with
both radioactive and fluorescent probe for respectively PET/SPECT and
microscopy detection. The advantages of this multifunctional system could be:

1.specific molecular targeting of both radiopharmaceuticals and therapeutics,
2. controlling of drug release,
3. reduction of immunogenicity and side effects,
4. increase in effective dose of treatment.

Dual labeled silica nanoparticles 
(SNPs) for in vivo imaging and 
treatment of breast cancer.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET), with specific
radiopharmaceuticals, provides regional biological information of
pathological versus non-pathological condition of tumor by
measuring functional parameters. In breast cancer, PET is mainly
applied in differential diagnosis, staging and restaging of the
invasive form. Tumor metabolism and other biological disease
markers (proliferation, phospholipids biosynthesis, hypoxia) can
be evaluated in ad hoc animal models with both in vivo small
animal PET/SPECT and in vitro techniques, including fluorescent
microscopy, transcriptomic, proteomic and proteogenomic
assays.

Small animal PET system for in vivo imaging of
disease models.

Contact:
Paolo Bettotti (bettotti@science.unitn.it) Università di Trento
Marina Cretich (marina.cretich@icrm.cnr.it) ICRM CNR
Anna Valenti (a.valenti@ibp.cnr.it) IBP CNR
Simone Melchionna (simone.melchionna@gmail.com) IPCF CNR

More information at ...
www.science.unitn.it/~semicon/members/bettotti/nematic

Nanoporous materials: 
self assembled blackboard 

to study structure and 
interactions of DNA (NEMATIC)

NEMATIC aims at developing a totally new analytical
platform able to analyze DNA structural modifications and
protein-DNA interactions at nanoscale level.
Such analysis will be performed investigating electrically
driven translocation events of DNA molecules through
nanopore-based microarrays (NBM).
The porous blackboard developed by NEMATIC will
constitute an important step towards the realization of
analytical systems able to:

• detect biological molecules on the basis
of biochemical and steric interactions;

• study the effect of proteins activity on DNA topology
modifications using a multiplexed approach

• analyze complex mechanisms involved in genome
stability.

NEMATIC is a 3 years research project funded by MIUR 
within the Futuro in Ricerca research program
(RBFR12OO1G)

250 nm

250 nm

With regard to enterprises...
We are interested in collaborating in the fields of 
fabrication, filtration, surface modification, diagnostics, 
biothecnology.
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Fig. 3

Contact:
Andrea Motta (andrea.motta@icb.cnr.it) ICB – Pozzuoli (NA) 
Gianfranco Carotenuto (giancaro@unina.it) IMCB – Napoli
Angela Longo (anglongo@unina.it) IMCB – Napoli
Emilia Vitale (emilia.vitale@cnr.it)  IBP – Napoli

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: NMR service, statistical analysis, 
diagnostics, for quality and safety controls, toxicity 
tests, etc.

The use of nanotechnology offers some exciting possibilities.
As of December 2012, there are ca. 1500 consumer products
around the world that are manufacturer-identified as
nanotechnology based. In the field of medicine it could
revolutionize the way we detect and treat disease and damage
to the human body. Applications in food safety and biosecurity,
material science, and food processing and product development
are also widespread. The main question is: Is nanotechnology
safe? We have developed metabolomic protocols based on NMR
spectroscopy and statistical analysis to follow the fate of
nanoparticles inside the cells. This can be achieved by monitoring
changes in the metabolic profiles of cells and/or extracts. From
the NMR spectra (Fig. 1), by applying statistical analysis, we
identify specific metabolites whose concentration variation
determines clustering of classes (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
identification of metabolites allows detection of specific
metabolic pathways altered by nanoparticles. Therefore, it is
possible to evaluate which pathways are affected by the
presence of nanoparticles and shed light on the possible
biological effects. We have applied the protocols to the
metabolic evolution of SH-SY5Y (human neuroblastoma) cells
after gold nanoparticles treatment. Our protocols can be used to
evaluate possible toxicity of nanoparticles, nanomaterial for food
packaging and tissue-interacting biomaterials.

Metabolomics of nanoparticles 
and biomaterials

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Therapeutic Nanoparticles for Drug Delivery in Liver Cancer
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common

cancer and the third most common cause of cancer-related death
globally and its incidence is rising worldwide, including in Italy.
The overall survival rate for most HCC patients is grim due to the
lack of adequate therapies. Conventional chemotherapies are
generally ineffective. Even to novel therapies (i.e. Sorafenib
recently approved by the FDA and EMEA for the treatment of
patients with advanced HCC) tumor response rates are not
satisfactory, especially if compared to the results obtained with
targeted therapies in other solid tumors. Poor aqueous solubility
and undesirable side effects limit the clinical application of
conventional (chemotherapeutic agents) and novel (sorafenib)
therapies. These side effects might be overcome by use of
nanoparticles for tumor delivery and controlled release of drugs.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with Distretto Tecnologico Sicilia 
Micro e Nano Sistemi S.c.a.r.l.
We can offer: preclinical antitumor activities tests
(in vitro and in vivo animal tests) 

Contact:
M. Cervello (melchiorre.cervello@ibim.cnr.it) IBIM - Palermo 
M.L.Bondì (marialuisa.bondi@ismn.cnr.it) ISMN-Palermo
E. Amore (amore@mail.pa.ismn.cnr.it)
C. Botto (botto@mail.pa.ismn.cnr.it)

Nanoparticles (NPs) represent valid carriers to deliver drugs to target cells and tissues. The drug delivered in
nanovectors (drug delivery) crosses the cell membrane or protective barriers more efficiently than in the free form.
Consequently, the NP systems reduce the quantity of drug to be administered, limiting the side effects due to its
indiscriminate distribution, thus leading to considerable advantages in oncological treatment. NPs are excellent carrier
for directing drugs to solid tumor masses, as they present the EPR (Enhanced Retention Permeability) effect, i.e. they are
able to cross the fenestrated endothelium present in the capillaries of the tumor masses where they tend to accumulate
because of poor lymphatic drainage, a typical feature of tumors. This represents a great advantage in cancer treatment.
In this context, the HCC is a particularly interesting model as it is an hypervascularised tumor. Therefore, NPs mediated
delivery system is a promising approach for targeted drug delivery to HCC.
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Contact:
Roberto Pini (R.Pini@ifac.cnr.it)  

Paolo Matteini (P.Matteini@ifac.cnr.it)
IFAC-Firenze

With regard to enterprises...
The IP of this invention is owned by the CNR, which 
filed a patent, now under PCT application: "Matrix and 
device and use thereof for optically-controlled release 
of chemicals", Inventors: P.Matteini, F.Ratto, R.Pini.
We can offer:  tecnological development of the 
invention, as well as support for studies in vitro, in vivo 
and at clinical level.

Laser-activated nanosponges for drug 
release with high spatial and dosage control

Light-responsive materials have attracted much attention
for their potential application in several fields including
biomedicine and sensing. We implemented a “smart” material
for dose- and space-controlled release of drugs by light
stimulation induced by laser or LED sources.

The system consists of a biocompatible film or patch
containing a dispersion of gold nanoparticles, which act like
light transducers, prodocing heat upon light stimulation, and of
thermosensitive nanosponges, which serve as a reservoir for
the drug molecules to be released. The temperature rise
generated by the nanoparticles triggers a contraction in
proximal nanosponges, thus promoting the expulsion of the
drug to the external environment. The patches can be applied
either on the skin or inside the body with high levels of safety
and comfort.

Peculiar features of this system includes the possibility of
spatially confining the drug release treatment down to
micrometrical tissue regions, as well as a precise control of the
amount of released drug by adjusting the light-excitation time.

The system is suitable for the realization of low cost devices
that could have mass diffusion, thanks to its simplicity of use.
Foreseeable applications include the controlled administration
of drugs for chronic diseases, for example in the treatment of
tumors via localized release of chemotherapeutic agents, and
for the advanced repair of wounds (would healing) with a
significant improvement and acceleration of the healing
process.

Contact:
Victor Erokhin (victor.erokhin@fis.unipr.it) 

IMEM-Parma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with IIT (Genoa), University of London
We can offer: capsule fabrication, structural and functional study.

Polymeric containers for controllable 
delivery and release of drugs

Two types of targeting were suggested. Rough targeting can
be realized with an external magnet, when magnetic
nanoparticles are incorporated into the capsule shell. Fine
targeting can be done with antibodies, immobilized on the shell
of the capsules. The possibility to recognize toxin molecules was
demonstrated (images in the middle). In the best case, the
release of the encapsulated active molecules must be triggered
by the products of the disease. For the arthritis treatment, it was
demonstrated the triggered release of encapsulated substance in
the presence of metalloprotein M1 in solution for capsules
containing collagen in the shell. The other possibility of the pore
opening was demonstrated on capsules, containing
bacteriorhodopsin (proton pump) in the shell by illumination
with a geen light of weak intensity (lower images).

Nanoengineered polymeric capsules can be formed by layer-by-layer
assembling of polyelectrolytes at the surface of solid templates with
their successive dissolving by decreasing pH of the solution
(schematically shown in the upper figure). Varying the environmental
conditions, it is possible to open and close pores in the shell of the
capsules: therefore, they can be loaded with active drug substances. In
order to have a possibility of using these object as drug carriers, it is
necessary to have the possibility to deliver them in appropriate places
and to release the active substance when it is necessary.
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Contact:
Erika Amore (erika.amore@pa.ismn.cnr.it)
Chiara Botto (chiara.botto@pa.ismn.cnr.it)

Maria Luisa Bondì (bondi@mail.pa.ismn.cnr.it)
ISMN Palermo

WIth regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with STEBICEF -
UNIPA  
We own a patent on “Nanostructured lipid
carriers containing riluzole and pharmaceutical
formulations containing said particles”. 
EP2037889A2; WO200800448A2. Inventors: 
Maria Luisa Bondi', Emanuela Fabiola 
Craparo, Filippo Drago, Gaetano Giammona
We can offer: service, fabrication, matherial
characterization, stability studies of the systems

Lipid nanocarrier 
as targeted drug delivery systems

The drug delivery to its target site at the right period of time to obtain a
controlled release and to achieve the maximum therapeutic effect is one of the
main challenges of nanomedicine. The in vivo fate of the drug is no longer
mainly determined by the properties of the drug, but by the carrier system.
Investigated systems include nanoemulsions, liposomes, micelles and
nanoparticles (lipid and polymeric).

It has been claimed that lipid nanoparticles combine the advantages and
avoid the disadvantages of other colloidal carriers. Some of their advantages
are: increased drug stability, high drug loading, incorporation of lipophylic and
hydrophylic drugs, lack of toxicity, avoidance of organic solvents during
preparation and possibility of large scale production and sterilization.

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) are colloidal particles composed of a
biocompatible/biodegradable lipid matrix that is solid at body
temperature and exhibit size range in between 100-400nm.
Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC) are composed of a mixture of solid
and liquid lipid and their major advantages are increased stability and
high drug loading. SLN and NLC can be administrated by several route
of administration (parenteral, oral, pulmonary, ocular…)

We design, prepare and characterize SLN and NLC. The techniques
used for the production are high pressure homogenization (cold or
hot), emulsification/evaporation by precipitation, and microemulsion
method. Systems characterization is necessary for the control of the
quality of the product. Chemical-physical characterization consists in
determination of particle size, polidispersity index, zeta potential and
particle shape. Technological-pharmaceutical characterization is
important to determine the amount of drug encapsulated in the
nanoparticles, and the release kinetics .

Contact:
Julietta V. Rau (giulietta.rau@ism.cnr.it) 

ISM-RomaWith regard to enterprises...
We can offer fabrication of prototype samples.

Bioactive nanostructured coatings  
of innovative composition for 
orthopaedic and dental implant 
applications 

The scope of the present research is to realize bioactive
nanostructured coatings doped with various ions for application in
regenerative nanomedicine as bioresorbable and bioactive third
generation biomaterials.

Among the nanometric biomimetic materials, substituted
hydroxyapatite and multidoped glass-ceramics (bioglasses) are
known. These latter functional bioglass systems are characterized
by the controlled release of ions, inducing the activation of specific
genes, and, finally, leading to tissue regeneration.

Recent studies demonstrated that bioglasses are capable to
trigger the signalling mechanisms, which, following the complex still
unclear biological routes, lead to the expression of genes, involved
in the bone and cartilage formation and growth.

Such novel biomaterials, capable to host various cells, growth
factors and drugs, will be used for the realization of coatings on
metals (Titanium), alloys and ceramic materials (Al2O3 e ZrO2).

The innovative coatings are projected with the aim to overcome
the limits of the implants utilized nowadays in orthopedics and
dentistry, that is to enhance the long-term stability of implants,
their osteointegration, and the capacity to create a biologically
functional bone/material interface, inducing the osteoblasts
adhesion and proliferation.
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Contact:
Ilaria Schizzi (schizzi@ge.ismac.cnr.it)

Paola Stagnaro (stagnaro@ge.ismac.cnr.it) 
ISMAC - Genova

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with other CNR 
groups (Silvia Scaglione IEIIT – Genova; 
Claudia Vineis ISMAC - Biella) and are looking 
for industrial partners.
We can offer: preparation of polymeric  
scaffolds for tissue repair by using different 
techniques (mixing, freeze-drying, electro-
spinning); their characterization in terms of 
structure-morphology-properties relationship.

Bioactive polymer-based scaffolds for tissue repair
An appropriate microenvironment for stem cell

differentiation constitutes a multi-task mission which
requires a multi-disciplinary approach to go through all the
critical steps needed for the clinical application of tissue
substitutes.

Within this framework, polymer-based materials play an
important role as self-supporting scaffolds due to the
possibility of (i) tailoring their mechanical properties,

(ii) obtaining adequate porosity to allow both vascularization and cell-mediated matrix
deposition, and (iii) modulating the biodegradability characteristics.
Moreover, thanks the variety of possible chemical modification and bioactivation of the
numerous polymeric architectures offered both by nature and synthetic processes we can
achieve scaffold materials purposely designed for the tissue they are destined to repair.

We have tackled a study aimed at obtaining bioactive multiphase
osteochondral scaffolds, properly designed to offer specific
biochemical cues for an efficient and selective cell differentiation
towards the bony and chondral lineages.

Highly macro-porous alginate scaffolds were designed and
prepared from a mixture of calcium cross-linked alginates by means of
a freeze-dry technique. The gathered results successfully
demonstrated the efficacy of this multi-task and multi-level approach
to develop a bioactive osteochondral graft, which combines functional
properties with biomechanical performances.

Investigations are also started up to exploit electro-spinning
techniques in order to fabricate biomimetic and bioactive nanofibrous
scaffolds based on renewable low-cost biopolymers.

Contact:
Julietta V. Rau (giulietta.rau@ism.cnr.it) 
ISM-Roma

WIth regard to enterprises...
We can offer fabrication of prototype samples.

Biogenic calcium phosphate based 
materials  for bone tissue 
engineering applications

Restoration of bone tissue is a key problem in medicine due to the
widespread pathologies, appearing as a result of traumas, tumour (of
primary and metastatic origin) and osteoporosis. A way to resolve the
problem is the use of synthetic biocompatible materials with
osteoconductive properties. The most perspective materials from this
point of view are the calcium phosphate based materials resembling
composition of the mineral part of the bone tissue. It should be
mentioned that calcium phosphates were developed for bone grafting
applications to restore damaged human calcified tissues, in particular,
for non-load-bearing bone fractures and small defects, as well as for
implants fixation and vertebroplasty.

Calcium phosphate cements are of great interest for bone tissue
repair due to their good biocompatibility and easy shaping for any
complex three-dimensional geometry. These cements are blends of
amorphous and/or crystalline powder(s) and a hardening liquid. After
mixing they form a paste, which can be easily manipulated and mould
to the shape of complex bone defects. Moreover, calcium phosphate
cements can be directly injected into fractures and bone defects (under
echographical or X-ray control), where they intimately adapt to the
bone cavity.

The scope of the present research project is the development of
new compositions of calcium phosphate cements with the improved
mechanical properties and able to induce the formation of high quality
bone tissue.
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Fiber Optics Nano-probe

The integration within optical fibers of advanced functional materials
providing the control and manipulation of light at nanoscale is giving
rise to a new generation of highly functionalized all in-fiber
nanoprobes which, being easily and remotely connectable to complex
illumination systems and demodulation units, may partially overcome
the issue related to the extreme integration of all the components
required at lab-on-chip level.
To address the fabrication issues and adapt modern nanotechnologies
facilities to properly work on unconventional substrates such as the
case of optical fibers, different strategies and processes have been
recently proposed. [Among them, we have demonstrated a reliable
fabrication path which allows to integrate on a standard single mode
optical fiber tip both metal and dielectric materials patterned at micro
and nano-scale by means of a direct writing approach.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with WASS, Optosmart, Ansaldo, BPT 
Tecno, HP System in a new confederation TOP –IN lab
pub (Tecnologie OPtoelettroniche per l’Industria).
WE can offer technological development of sensors on 
optical fibers and on unusual substrates.

Contact:
E.Esposito (emanuela.esposito@cnr.it) ICIB-CNR
A.Cusano (acusano@unisannio.it) Università del Sannio

We fabricate and characterize Optical Fiber nano-probe
based on a 2D hybrid metallo-dielectric nanostructure
supporting localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs);
this sensors work as both label-free chemical and biological
sensor as well as polarization-dependent wavelength-
selective photonic nano-device.
For label-free biological sensing the surface sensitivity area
can be reduced down to 20x20 µm2 with a sensitivity of 125
nm/RIU.
Through plasmonic resonance engineering, acting on the
lattice tiling it is possible to obtain polarization sensitive
devices.

a = 900 nm

r = 205 nm

Contact:
Gabriella Di Carlo ( gabriella.dicarlo@ismn.cnr.it)
Antonella Curulli (antonella.curulli@ismn.cnr.it) 
ISMN-Montelibretti e ISMN-Roma

With regards to enterprises...
We can offer: fabrication, diagnostics, etc.e tc.

Design of wearable sensors
Wearable sensors allow the continuous monitoring of a

person’s physiology in a natural setting. At the present,
health-monitoring systems using textiles are mainly focused
on measurements, as body movements or electrocardiogram.
To open a significantly wider field of applications,
measurements on physiological parameters are necessary.

The development of wearable textiles, which are
connected with a medical center, have numerous advantages
since allow a continuous monitoring of patients health during
daily activities and avoid their hospitalization. Consequently,
there is an increasing attention towards noninvasive on-body
control systems.

At present, only a few studies have been addressed to the
measurement of clinically important analytes. To this purpose,
we have recently investigated the efficiency of gold-based
nanomaterials for the determination of physiological
parameters, such as dopamine, serotonin and uric acid.

The attention has been focused on sensors that can detect
the target species in the sweat by electrochemical
measurements. The latter are leader in the field of point-of-
care diagnostic systems and, in particular, screen printed
electrodes are widely used and allow a miniaturization of the
analytical systems.

Moreover, by varying the functional groups on the surface
of gold nanoparticles, highly selective responses can be
obtained. In particular, our recent findings revealed a great
potential in the determination of serotonin, which could have
an important role in the monitoring of depressive symptoms.
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Contact:
Salvatore Iannotta (Iannotta@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM-CNR (Parma)

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we are going to start new 
collaborations with pharma industry and local
firms involved in biotechnology.
We can offer: development and production of
biosensors based on conductive organic 
materials,  consulting in bioelectronics, 
electrochemical bio-detection.

Organic Electrochemical Transistors 
applied in biosensing and nanomedicine

Organic Electrochemical Transistors (OECTs) based on
conductive polymers have been successfully applied for
sensing and monitoring bio-elements in liquids environment
with high sensitivity.

We have demonstrated the ability of OECT to be very
sensitive to different kind of bio-species relevant for
nanomedicine and drug delivery area, such liposomal
structures and functionalized nanoparticles, with very high
sensitivity and real-time capabilities. Normal and cancer
cells have been cultivated directly on the OECT channel and
the cellular response induced by drugs and other chemical
substances has been monitored in real-time.

We have exploited OECT as a very sensitive device to
monitor eumelanin-type biopolymers in colloidal
suspension, showing the great versatility of conductive
polymer and the first evidence of OECT response to
insoluble material.

Further developments concern application to
bioelectronics, that is using OECT as interface between
biological signals, typically ionic in nature, and standard
electronics. OECT work as amplificating ionic to electron
transducers. Cells, organs and neuronal interfaces are
envisaged

Contact:
Emiliano Zampetti, 

emiliano.zampetti@cnr.it
Bio-Inspired Sensor Group

With regard to enterprises:
In this topic we have collaborations with: Medical
International Research S.r.l., BioAGE S.r.l, WEB
SITE S.r.l., M.C.H, SORDINA S.p.A.
We can offer:
•Electronic Circuit Design and Simulation, Sensor
Layout Design, System simulation
•Sensor fabrication, electrical characterization,
gases/VOCs  characterization, development of
suitable set-up to test the device.
•Control System Software Design (eg. LabVIEW,
MATLAB, …)

A Nitric Oxide Exhaled Sensor Integrated System
The human breath analysis is becoming ever more a routinely

noninvasive diagnostic test, though known since the time of
ancient physician Hippocrates, for getting information about the
clinical state of an individual. However, measuring and recognizing
these disease markers, as nitric oxide for asthma inflammation, has
been a noteworthy problem due to the very low concentrations
(ppb) of analyte molecules, as well as non-standardized protocols
for breath sampling, the complex physiological parameters and the
presence of exogenous gases and volatile organic compounds
penetrating the body as a result of environmental exposure. The
analytical instruments as mass and laser spectrometry and Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy have been the mainly tools
involved into breath investigation so far.

More recently, nanomaterial based sensors, for their unique
features depending on their large surface to volume ratio and
finite or quantum size effects, have been the focus of attention
from both scientists and industrialists.

We presents the results of a handheld sensor system for
monitoring exhaled nitric oxide. The device was developed during
a framework of 3-year national project “NOESIS” in cooperation
with an Italian SME. In this apparatus an innovative conductive
sensor based on titania nanofibers coated with an ultra-thin film of
PEDOT:PSS is capable of detecting up to 5 ppb of NO gas. The
sensor system, that implements a smart measurement
methodology, executes the measure in 90 seconds, with an
exhalation time of about 10 seconds.

This kind of system/sensor/technology can be used in a wide
range of industrial applications, where should be monitored low
gas (eg. NOx, NH3, EtOH, H2, … ) concentrations.
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Contact:
Sabato D’Auria (s.dauria@ibp.cnr.it) 
IBP-Napoli

With regard to enterprises…
On this topic, we collaborate with ISSBiosense, Srl, Granarolo Spa.  
We own a national patent, a patent  issued in USA and a patent issued 
in Canada (US Patent 20090036326 ). We can offer the development of 
customed nano-biochips for analytes of interest for health, safety and 
security

Lab-on-Chip:  Immobilizing Biomolecules In Porous Supports 
By Using An Electronic Beam

We have recently patented an innovative technology which implies
the integration of an SPM technique with a porous substrate. In this
case, a standard Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) system permits a
direct writing process free of organic contamination. As a substrate, we
use a hydrogenated porous material, for example porous silicon (PS),
easily obtained by electrochemical etching of silicon in hydrofluoric acid
solution. Our method is based on the electron irradiation of fresh PS in a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). This procedure leads to obtain
Electron Beam Activated Porous Silicon (EBAPS) regions. The EBAPS
regions can be defined with sub-micrometer resolution, due to the high-
resolution of the electron beam. Furthermore, by varying the electron
beam energy, it is possible to control the dimension of the EBAPS
patterns even in depth (in the z direction). After the immobilization,
proteins retain their functionality. Indeed, proteins bind a specific
analyte, for example glucose in the case of the glucose-binding protein,
even when attached on the porous substrate. Importantly, the process
can be serially repeated, so that different biomolecules can be patterned
on the same chip, allowing the fabrication of protein-based Lab-on-
Chips.

High- Mass Detectors for Protein Complexes

Contact:
Roberto Cristiano (roberto.cristiano@cnr.it) 

ICIB-Pozzuoli (NA)

Our superconducting nanostrip detectors has a sensitivity that permits to extend the mass range towards masses in
the range of 100.000 – 1.000.000 for DNA sequencing, protein complexes identification even at small concentration,
overcoming the limitations of conventional TOF MS instruments. The superconducting detector has nano-scale strips of
a superconductor (Nb or NbN) with a thickness of a few tens of namometers and a width of one micron. The nanostrips
are arranged in a configuration that covers an area of 4 mm2. The phonons (sound waves) produced in the nanostrips
when a molecule impacts, induces a transition from a zero-resistive (superconducting) to a resistive state which
manifests as a nanosecond voltage pulse, making rapid ion detection possible. Because phonons are generated by the
impact of ions of any masses, ions with a wide mass range can be detected at the nanosecond time scale which is
determined by the nanostrip size. Charge numbers of ions can be also determined which is impossible with conventional
instruments, realizing “true” mass measurement.

Time-of-flight mass spectrometers (TOF-MS) are indispensable in life
sciences and are present in all advanced laboratory where they are used for
the identification of molecules through the measurement of their mass.

In TOF-MS, atoms or molecules are ionized and accelerated by a voltage
of few kilovolts to fly a certain distance, and then the ions are detected by
an ion detector. Measurement of the time of flight provides a way to
identify the atoms or molecules or to analyze molecule structures. Ion
detectors should have a fast (nanosecond) response time to ensure a
sufficiently mass resolution.

In conventional TOF MS instruments, because of lower sensitivity of ion
detectors, the measurable range is limited to a mass range less than 4000.
In addition, the charge numbers of ions cannot be measured by
conventional instruments, and therefore cannot be determined directly.

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we can offer: detector design, fabrication, 
diagnostics, simulations and service. We can also offer a 
partnership for the development of prototypes and 
demonstrators of both single devices and complete systems. 
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Contact:
D.M. Trucchi (daniele.trucchi@imip.cnr.it)

A. Bellucci (alessandro.bellucci@imip.cnr.it)
Paolo Calvani (paolo.calvani@imip.cnr.it)

Marco Girolami (marco.girolami@imip.cnr.it)
IMIP-Roma

With regard to  enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Solaris 
Photonics Ltd  

CVD Diamond Dosimeters for Radiotherapy
Chemically vapor deposited (CVD) Diamond Dosimeter represents the

perfect solution for monitoring of intense high-energy ionizing radiation beams
(i.e. X and Gamma rays). The unique physical properties of diamond put it on a
superiority level if compared to other semiconductors employed for this
application (e.g. Silicon). The tissue-equivalent behavior (atomic number close
to that of mean human tissue) allows reduced corrections of absorbed
radiation dose, the damage resistance implies long operative lifetimes (i.e.
years), the high sensitivity allows a measurement accuracy requested by
medical applications, the chemical inertness is correlated to an intrinsic
resilience in chemically and thermally harsh environments.

The CVD Diamond Dosimeter is useful to monitor with a high accuracy and
repeatability the dose-rate and dose imparted to a patient during a radiation
therapy treatment for oncology aims. Its performance makes it the ideal sensor
for the recent treating techniques as IMRT (intensity-modulated radiation-therapy). Moreover, it can be used to
measure the dose-rate of high-intensity ionizing radiation beams usually employed by high-energy physics experiments
(synchrotron lines, particles collider, etc.).

CVD diamond is industrially produced as a thin-film with single-crystal structure, very high purity and low defect
density ([N] and [B] <ppb). Two kinds of devices can be produced as a function of needs: linear photoconductors and
fast Schottky photodiodes. Metals are deposited upon diamond film by means of RF sputtering and, typically,
electrodes are in multilayer configurations. Top layers aim to protect the first layer and to grant easier electric
connections (wire bonding). Device is then integrated in a suitable case fabricated with low atomic number material
(Rexolite), filled by slow stabilization biphasic glue. Finally, device is connected to a low-noise triaxial cable in order to
allow biasing, signal reading and guard-ring operation.

Contact:
Irene Fassi (irene.fassi@itia.cnr.it)
Gianluca Trotta (gianluca.trotta@itia.cnr.it) 
ITIA CNR - Bari

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: full design support, process simulation, DoE, process 
optimization, prototype fabrication, small series production.

Plastic microfluidic devices

Since polymers have a wide variety of properties, such as
mechanical strength, optical transparency, chemical stability and
biocompatibility, low cost and easiness of processing, they are
rapidly emerging as ideal substrate material for microfluidic
devices.

Among different micromoulding techniques, micro-injection
moulding is one of the most promising processes suitable for
mass production of polymeric microfluidic devices.

However, the replica of microfeatures can be very
challenging due to several issues, and the critical minimum
dimensions successfully replicable by micro injection moulding is
mainly affected by the aspect ratio of the micro features.

The purpose of this activity is to find the relation between
part geometry and filling behaviour on the micro-scale for
different polymers. For this reason a mould with inserts provided
with a variety of standard testing microfeatures has been
manufactured.

Some of the features proposed are a series of micro channels
with height between 100µm and 200µm, width between 50µm
and 200µm. These microfeatures are typical in the field of
microfluidic application and Lab-on-Chip, thus of great interest.

The research activity includes mould and cavity design and
manufacturing by microEDM, numerical simulation and
experimentation.

[mm]
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Contact:
Luca Businaro (luca.businaro@cnr.it)
Annamaria Gerardino (annamaria.gerardino@cnr.it) 
IFN-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with CNR-INMM, 
Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Università Campus 
Biomedico, Università del Sacro Cuore, Policlinico di 
Tor Vergata and EMBL Monterotondo.

Micro and nanofabrication for cell culturing

We develop microfluidic environment to co-
culture different cellular population in order to
study their interacion in a controlled environment.
Examples of this approach could be the in-vitro
reconstitution of the tumor microenvironment, the
interaction of the immune system with bacteria,
viruses or tumor, or the interaction between
neuronsand and other CNS cells like microglia.

In order to study the physical parameters
influencing cell growth and differentiation, we
fabricate nanopatterned surfaces with different
properties like rigidity, roughness or surface
chemistry and culture different cell population.

The two approaches are part of the effort to
move several biological experiments from in vivo
to in-vitro, in order to take full advantage of the
advances in modern microscopy and of the low
costs of in-vitro approache respect to the in-vivo
one.

Contact:
Irene Fassi (irene.fassi@itia.cnr.it)
Francesco Modica  (francesco.modica@itia.cnr.it) 
ITIA -Bari

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with  ENKI engineering&manufacturing.  
We can offer: simulation, optimization, design support and 
prototype fabrication. 

Micro-Extrusion-Die for cardiovascular micro-catheters

The research activities are focused on technologies and
methods to develop innovative extrusion tools for the
production of multi-lumen tubes with diameters smaller than 1.4
mm. The project actions aim to develop new micro extrusion-die
with optimized design and production cycle for the fabrication of
cardiovascular catheters using micro-extrusion technology.

Up to now, the production cycle of extrusion-dies for micro-
tubes is based on welding of small components and assembly
operations are mainly manual; the resulting precision is strongly
affected by manufacturing and assembly errors and, from a
technological point of view, the resulting extrusion dies are not
optimized for the purpose (dead zones inside the die, black spots
generation and pressure distribution not under-control).

New prototype of extrusion-dies for micro-tubes have been
designed and optimized using CFD simulator. Complex 3D
geometries, micro holes of 90μm in diameter, optimized for the
extrusion process have been fabricated on martensitic steel
using micro-EDM technology. By the present study we have
obtained an improvement of either the precision and
repeatability of the fabrication process either of the control of
the melt-flow inside the die-channels.

1mm
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Superhydrophobic devices for liquid samples

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with Università cattolica del Sacro 
Cuore and Università La Sapienza.
We can offer: design, optical and electron beam 
lithographies, thin film patterning.

Contact:
Luca Businaro (luca.businaro@cnr.it)
Annamaria Gerardino 
(annamaria.gerardino@cnr.it) 
IFN-Roma

We present a wet sample handling technique which
enable the collection of SAXS and X-fluorescence spectra
using a few microliters sample solution drop trapped on
superhydrophobic patterned surface (SPS). We designed,
fabricated and tested a superhydrophobic surface entailing
an hydrophilic region which serves as an anchor point for
the sample solution drop. In the SEM picture we show a
typical SPS sample, where a periodic array of pillars – which
induces the superhydrophobic behavior - and the
hydrophilic anchor point can be clearly recognized. The
picture of a water droplet on the substrate explains the
device behaviour, while the analysis of the evaporation of a
ferritin containig droplet illustrates the concentration effect
on the hydrophilic pad.

The samples were realized directly on silicon substrate
by means of electron beam lithography and ICP and then
coated with a layer of hydrophobic molecules to impart
hydrophobicity.

We are now integrating also Mid-Infrared plasmonic
nanoantennas on the hydrophilic pad for enhanced protein
detection.

Contact:
Spartaco Santi (spartaco.santi@cnr.it) 

IGM-Bologna
With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: service, diagnostics, imaging.

TIRF microscopy studies on QDs endocytosis by living cells 
Fluorescence-tagged pro-BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic

factor) and real-time total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy in cultured astrocytes is used to monitor
single endocytic vesicles in response to the neurotransmitter
glutamate. Cultured astrocytes were transfected with p75NTR
tagged with GFP (p75-GFP in green) for evanescent light
excitation of p75-GFP residing within or in close proximity to
the plasma membrane.

The binding of pro-BDNF to p75-GFP was imaged in real
time using pro-BDNF immunocomplexed with 10 nM of
quantum dots (QDs in red). Once a pro-BDNF – QD was found in
the vicinity of the plasma membrane of a p75-GFP – expressing
astrocyte, p75-GFP fluorescence became concentrated at the
site of the QD within a few seconds, presumably reflecting the
formation of endocytic vesicles and internalization of the pro-
BDNF – QDs. The figures (a-e) show different patterns of
internalization. QD internalization required prior coupling to
pro-BDNF, as it ceased when the pro-BDNF antibody was
omitted from the immunocomplexes for control (Fig. f).

Although individual pro-BDNF – QDs showed high
fluorescent fluctuation (blinking), pro-BDNF – QD clusters
produced a larger variation in brightness but lower blinking. 10
nM pro-BDNF – QDs were sufficient to visualize individual dots
internalized into cultured astrocytes transfected with p75-GFP.
Higher concentrations (20 – 500 nM) increased QD clustering at
the cell interspace and QDs decorated the surface of the cells,
but internalization was strongly impaired.
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Contact:
Stefano Selci(Stefano.Selci@isc.cnr.it) 
ISC-CNR-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
We own a patent on this confocal microscope (PCT/IT2011/000181) .
We can offer any type of collaboration for industrial & technological 
transfer of this technology.

A new reflectance Confocal Microscope 
with a supercontinuum laser source 

for semiconductor industry and biology

This hyperspectral reflectance confocal microscope
has been designed and built within the IDEAS EU
project SKINTARGET. As a confocal microscope, this
instrument is capable of noninvasively imaging
morphological features also inside thick specimens. The
instrument is able to collect hyperspectral confocal
images in a broad and continuous range from VIS
(500nm) to NIR (2.5um) and can be used for biological
as well as photonics applications whenever spectral
responsivity on a very local scale is to be evaluated.

For biology, the aim is to realize a full spectral
fingerprint of human sample tissues, observed in-vivo
as well as in-vitro, correlating the 4-dimensional
response to the pathological state of the sample.

For spectroscopic characterization of technological sample (e.g., failure analysis), spectroscopy data from
multilayered structures are analyzed by direct comparison of exact matrix-transfer approaches, computing the
multilayer reflectivity of the known structure and comparing with the microscope response. The very good agreement
shows how powerful is this approach that can be extended to a variety of samples with a sensitivity down to few
nanometers of layer thickness and small percentages of composition fractions. Moreover, the ability to work in the IR
range allows to go through thick semiconductor specimens making microscopic observations of structures from the
back-side..

Contact:
Pier Alberto Benedetti 
(benedetti@ipcf.cnr.it)
IPCF-Pisa (Italy)

With regard to enterprises...
Collaborations are active with leading manufacturers in optical microscopy.
Ref.s and patents owned on VCM: [1] P. A. Benedetti et al., (2000) U.S. Patent 6,016,367
- [2] ViCo: VCM microscope by Biomedica Mangoni and Nikon under CNR’s license - [3] P.
A. Benedetti, (2012) Patent Pending ITPI2012A000034.
Offer: implementation assistance, production oriented studies, pre-industrial
prototyping, introductory seminars, personnel training, customer tutorials.

Highly resolving, versatile, yet affordable microscopy systems can
be developed using Video-Confocal Microscopy methods [1-3].

In VCM [1], as in previous confocals, specimens are narrow-field
illuminated. However, inflexible as well as signal-limiting pinholes
are eliminated and emulated by wide-field collected data
processing using superresolving algorithms. The optomechanical
setup is greatly simplified. Recently developed prototypes
demonstrate that also modern devices such as MOEMs, DLPs,
etc. can optimally be used in innovative VCM designs exploiting
their unique optoelectronic characteristics. Moreover,
performances are further augmented by the introduction of
recently patented ideas [3] as Moment Analysis (MA) and
Illumination Defocus (ID). As a result, improved depth
penetration and 3D superresolution down to less than 100 nm,
have been experimentally confirmed by the investigation of
reflective and fluorescent specimens.

Multi-D superresolution imaging
in Video-Confocal Microscopy (VCM)

Frontier performance reached in VCM increases investigative capabilities
of optical microscopy systems in biomedical and materials sciences.
VCM adoption can correspond into effective returns for manufacturers
investing in such a multiform and constantly growing market.
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Development of therapeutic protocols based on pulsed electric fields for gene
transfer by plasmid DNA and for safe, effective, target chemotherapy treatments.

Innovative and more effective therapeutic application for metabolic disorders,
immune-system-related diseases and cancer are requested. Identification of new
therapeutic genes and pharmacological molecules and development of strategies for
their safe and target administration are under investigation.

DNA delivery into target tissues via electric pulses for treating or preventing
diseases is referred as electrogene transfer (EGT). In particular, DNA vaccines
represent a promising approach to treat cancer and infectious diseases. Differently
from traditional vaccines, they are a relatively low cost product which induces both
arms of immune response. The administration by electric fields improves their
efficacy especially if coupled with the use of hyaluronidase.

Electrochemotherapy is a treatment of high voltage electric pulses allowing an
organ target anticancer drug wide spread. It's been demonstrated to be highly
effective in treatment of cutaneous and subcutaneous tumours. There are now
attempts to extend its use as target treatment of internal tumours, avoiding
systemic side effects to the patients.

No EGT EGT

EGT 
plus 
hyaluronidase

EGT leads to improvement of DNA 
uptake and stimulation of innate 
and adaptive immunity 

Contact:
emanuela.signori@ift.cnr.it

IFT-Rome

Contact:
Alessia Cedola  IFN-CNR Rome
Inna Bukreeva IFN-CNR Rome
Gaetano Campi IC-CNR Rome

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer advanced diagnostics and analysis of samples of 
biological interest 

X-ray m-diffraction and phase tomography
for biological investigations

X-ray tomography is a widely used technique for imaging the three
dimensional sample morphology. Currently X-ray micro-tomography with
synchrotron radiation allows for a better visualization with high spatial
resolution and it provides quantitative volumetric analysis of X-ray
attenuating of the samples. The implementation of X-ray micro-
tomography in phase contrast mode (XRPCT) enables the investigation of
the soft biological samples which are invisible to the absorption contrast.

At the atomic level, X-ray diffraction (XRD) is traditionally pointed out
as the ideal technique to study crystalline materials. In particular, the
synchrotron X-ray scanning micro-diffraction technique provides structural
features at different length scales (from atomic to nanometric) on small
sub-micrometric areas, joining the wide momentum transfer of scattering
signals and the use of sub-micrometric X-ray focused beams. In this way,
the possibility of a simultaneous collection of X-ray small-angle scattering
(SAXS) and X-ray wide-angle scattering (WAXS) patterns on micrometric
areas has opened new scenarios for the X-ray investigation of
heterogeneous and complex systems such as bone and for the
discrimination of the different components coexisting in such small areas.

The combination of these two techniques has been successfully used
for the investigation of biomineralization mechanism, engineered bone
tissue, bone vascularization, spinal cord vascularization.

Applications of these advanced techniques for the study of ancient
manuscript is in progress.

a) 3D reconstruction of bone and
soft tissue regenerated inside a
porous scaffold.

b) Thin section of the same sample
measured by X-ray m-diffraction.

b
)

a
)

Spatial distribution inside a
pore scaffold of the bone,
collagen and ACP, as obtained
by XRD

Pre clinical protocols 
based on electrogene transfer

and electrochemotherapy

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: expertise and facilities in models of human diseases, pre
clinical protocols, therapeutic delivery of genes and molecules by electric
fields.
Requested Cooperation: joint collaboration for funded projects,
development of new applications, commercial agreement and financial
resources.
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Contacts:
Carmine Granata (c.granata@cib.na.cnr.it) 
Roberto Russo (roberto_russo@cnr.it)
ICB- Pozzuoli (Na)

With regard to enterprises...
On MEG and MCG, we collaborate with Advanced 
Technologies Biomagnetics S.r.l. 
We can offer: layout design, thin film deposition, 
thin film patterning  from micro to nanoscale, 
diagnostics, simulations.

The possibility to measure very low magnetic fields
opens the road to several applications , from
magnetoencephalography (MEG), to low field magnetic
resonance imaging (LMRI), Magnetocardiography (MCG)
and recently to the magnetic marker monitoring method
for tumor detection. To achieve the required sensitivity of
such small magnetic fields we used a SQUID
(Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) which is
based on superconducting loops containing Josephson
junctions.

SQUIDs are sensitive enough to measure fields as low
as few fT, their noise levels are as low as 3 fT·Hz-½ and
their sensitivity in term of magnetic moments can be of
few Bohr magnetons, making possible the detection of a
single magnetic particle, reducing the detection limit of
possible magnetic markers. The SQUID devices are
designed by our group to meet the sensitivity required by
costumers in term of magnetic fields and/or magnetic
moments. We produce SQUIDs having dimensions ranging
from 100nm to several cm in several configurations
depending by the application (magnetometer,
gradiometer, Amperometer …)

Our SQUIDs can be designed to perform for
measurement of voltage, current, position, magnetic
moment and other physical quantity with a resolution
higher than the one obtained by available commercial
instruments.
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Hysterisys cycle of a small cluster of 
iron oxide nanoparticles  measured by  
a nanoSQUID

Exploiting Ultrasensitive magnetic sensors

Contact:
Luca Businaro (luca.businaro@cnr.it)
Annamaria Gerardino (annamaria.gerardino@cnr.it) 
IFN-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Università La 
Sapienza
We can offer: design, nanofabrication, thin film 
patterning, FTIR characterization.

Mid-Infrared Plasmonic Devices for 
protein detection

Mid infrared plasmonic is gaining more and more
attention during the past few years, given its possible
applications in detection and solar cells fields.

We fabricated and systematically characterized
nanoantennas arrays on silicon and surface modified CaF2
substrate with several different geometries (lines, cross ,
perpendicular structures) to characterize their
performance respect to the various fabrication and
illumination parameters. The long term aim is to
investigate the sensitivity of such devices to protein
monolayers .

The fabrication is based on an electron beam
lithography process followed by a 30nm Cr and 70nm Au
evaporation and liftoff. The period and single cell
structures were then scaled using four different factors:
90%, 95%, 105% and 110%.

The scaling of the resonance is verified: a lattice
parameter change of a ±(5÷10)% results in a shift of the Si
(1,0) plasmonic resonance frequency, offering a useful tool
for device frequency tuning . The predicted values for the
Si (1,0) resonance, according to plasmonic dispersion
relation at normal incidence, are in good agreement with
the experimental values. The Q factor (Q = n0/Dn0) has
been estimated to be approximately equal to 4.
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Contact:
Andrea Ponzoni (andrea.ponzoni@ing.unibs.it)
IDASC-Brescia

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with EADS Gmbh (Germany)
We can offer: sensor design, sensors and applications 
development, fabrication, sensor characterization and calibration.

Surface-ionization based gas sensors
Surface ionization (SI) consists in the formation of positive

and negative ions in the course of thermal desorption of
molecules from a solid surface. It’s a highly selective process
hardly occurring with molecules featuring low proton affinity or
high ionization energy. It reveal highly sensitive to compounds
such as acetone and ammines often found in drugs. Differently,
it’s weakly sensitive to possible interfering compounds such as
CO, CO2 or ethanol. Therefore, gas sensors based on SI can be
applied in different field including environmental monitoring,
but especially in safety and security.

Our SI gas sensors are composed by couple of electrodes
facing one another, one acting as the ionization electrode, the
other as the counter-electrode. A heating element is
embedded to control the sensor temperature and activate the
ionization phenomena. In our device, the ionizing electrode is
based on metal oxide (MOX) nanowires, which features a
nansocaled diameter (ca 50 nm) suited to locally enhance the
electric field and ease ionization of molecules. Moreover, the
fabrication process is based on planar technologies only
(sputtering and shadow mask lithography), and is thus
potentially compatible with large scale production.

The concept of security is wide and generally applies to any vulnerable and valuable asset, such as a person,
dwelling, community, nation, or organization. Nanotechnologies and nanosciences have great potential to provide
significant contribution for the realization of new instruments and techniques in the area of security with an
impact on the above assets as well as on the industries interested to invest in advanced and emerging
technologies.

Sensors are a fundamental ingredient for homeland security: by means of nanotechnology, they can be
faster, cheaper and more power efficient; they can be functionalized and specialized to detect harmful materials
(gases, explosives), while being embedded in objects of everyday life. Miniaturized sensitive detectors able to
measure and recognize the kind and energy of radiation possibly dangerous for human health are needed in
nuclear environments as well as security places (i.e. airports, naval ports, etc.). Detecting soil and water-supply
contamination, or tracing the food chain from the farm to the consumer, can be made in a better way with nano
objects.

Another topic is that of secure transmission of information. Cryptography is about scrambling information
so that it is unintelligible to anyone but those who know how to decode it using a secret key. Quantum
Cryptography is a new approach to the key distribution problem that exploits quantum phenomena to make
unbreakable security possible for the first time. This goal can be achieved by transmitting information by means of
single photons, and this in turn requires very sensitive detectors that are built in the nanoscale.

This section collects contributions from eight CNR Institutes. They mostly describes sensors and actuators
based on nanotechnology which have different degrees of maturity with respect the potential interest of industry.
On one side, some product of the research is already at a level of patent, on the opposite side some other is at the
level of the frontier of R&D and is looking for an industrial partnership for joint enterprising. The ideas/products
presented here may have impact and apply in several fields of security like food and agriculture, process control in
industry, military, health, environment and security in information and communication technologies.

Security
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Contact:
Fabio Di Pietrantonio (fabio.dp@idasc.cnr.it)
Massimiliano Benetti (massimiliano.benetti@idasc.cnr.it)
Domenico Cannatà (domenico.cannata@idasc.cnr.it)
IDASC-Roma

Surface acoustic wave biosensors
Biosensors based on surface acoustic waves (SAWs) devices are well known for

bio/medical applications thanks to their capability to detect bacteria, proteins, DNA,
viruses and cells in liquid media. More recently, SAW biosensors have been also
investigated for vapor phase applications to measure small concentrations of volatile
compounds for different applications (defense against terrorism, explosives and drugs
detection, assessment of quality of foods, etc.).

To create a biosensor, SAW devices are coated with a sensing biological layer
binding specifically to the analyte. When the biologic molecules bind to a particular
ligand, the physical properties of the propagation path change, affecting the velocity
and the amplitude of the acoustic wave.

In our laboratories, we fabricate SAW biosensors for applications either in liquid
and in air media based on the propagation of an acoustic wave generated and
detected by interdigital transducers (IDTs) consisting of two interlaced comb-like
metal structures deposited on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. For in liquid
operations, SAW biosensors are based on horizontally polarized surface shear waves,
while for vapor operation, Rayleigh waves are used.

For example, we developed a SAW biosensor system for detection of volatile
species based on odorant binding proteins (OBPs) that preserve their full functionality
when exposed to air. The system consist of three SAW resonators coated with the
wild-type OBP from cow, a double mutant of the OBP from cow and the wild-type OBP
from pig. An uncoated device is used as reference.

SAW propagation
direction

IDT

v

biological layer

v1= v+v
analyte

v2= v1+v1

Operational principle of a SAW biosensor

Response of a SAW biosensor based on odorant binding proteins

Sensitivity of the SAW biosensor system 
based on odorant binding proteins

Gas sensor based on MEMS integrated 
nanostructures for H2S and aldehydes 

Semiconductor metal oxides are used for high sensitivity gas
sensors as their electrical resistivity is modulated by the reactions
in air with different gases and volatile compounds. The use of these
oxides in form of nanostructures largely increases the availability of
active surface for the reactions with gases. Finally, the design of a
gas sensor in which oxide nanostructures are implemented on
MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) micro-membranes,
besides the intrinsic device miniaturization, allows a drastic
reduction in power consumption and improves the integrability
with electronics.

MEMS integrated gas sensors are used for air analysis in
different application fields, from environmental monitoring to
production processes control, from security in indoor and outdoor
spaces to human health care. Their reduced size and power
consumption make them suitable for mobile devices, too.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with Politecnico di Torino on a 
R&D project for the development of MEMS 
integrated sensors
We can offer: MEMS fabrication, oxide 
nanostructures fabrication and integration on 
substrates, lsensor device realization and test.

Contact:
Andrea Zappettini (zapp@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM - Parma

Our sensors are fabricated by combining Si3N4/Si micro-
membranes, obtained by MEMS technology and equipped
with integrated contacts and heating resistor, together
with oxide nanostructures (typically ZnO nanotetrapods)
obtained by optimized vapour phase syntheses from the
corresponding metals (e.g. Zn).

The use of micro-membranes and integrated resistors
allows the local heating of the sensing element to the
working temperature with low currents. Silicon based
technology makes them easily scalable on industrial scale.
The use of highly porous networks of quasi one-
dimensional nanostructures grants an high sensitivity.
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Contact:
Ivan Elmi (elmi@bo.imm.cnr.it) 
IMM-Bologna

With regard to enterprises...
We own a patent on nanostructured sensing materials (BO2004A000122).
We can offer: prototype fabrication, application development, 
technology transfer, service and consulting

Ultra-low-power MOX gas sensor arrays
In the framework of the FP6 “GoodFood” IP, CNR-IMM

Bologna has developed a new generation of state-of-the-art
MOX gas sensor arrays, with ultra-low-power consumption
and extremely small footprint. An array integrating 4
different and independent sensors is only 1.5 mm small, and
each sensor requires only 9 mW for continuous operation at
400°C. The sensors can be used also in fast-pulsed
temperature operation mode, reducing the power
consumption to the sub-mW range for some target species.

The complete fabrication process was optimized, allowing
for wafer-level production of the complete device, including
wafer-level deposition of thin film nanostructured sensing
layers with different catalysts on each of the single sensors.
As an example, gold-catalyzed SnO2 sensing layers have
demonstrated a very high sensitivity to benzene, allowing for
the detection of 5 ppb in laboratory conditions without pre-
concentration. Custom control electronics were also
developed, and USB-powered demonstration boards are
available.

Applications include air quality monitoring, leak
detection, food quality and safety assessment, breath
analysis, use as detectors in gas-chromatography, as well as
the demonstration of simple e-nose applications.

Bulk acoustic wave chemical sensors
Bulk acoustic wave sensors are appropriate to measure chemical

and biochemical species, such as gas, vapor or ion concentrations in
both gaseous and liquid environments. Film bulk acoustic resonator
(FBAR) sensors consist of a piezoelectric resonator acoustically
insulated from the substrate and covered, with a proper
bio/chemically interactive material. Two different configuration are
commonly used to ensure the acoustic insulation:
• Thin Film Bulk Acoustic Resonator (TFBAR) where the
piezoelectric resonator is fabricated on a suspended membrane.
• Solidly Mounted Resonator (SMR) where the piezoelectric
resonator is fabricated on a Bragg reflector. This reflector is
constituted by some couple of layers with high and low acoustic
impedance respectively.

Contact:
Domenico Cannatà (domenico.cannata@idasc.cnr.it)
Fabio Di Pietrantonio (fabio.dp@idasc.cnr.it)
Massimiliano Benetti (massimiliano.benetti@idasc.cnr.it)
IDASC - Roma

TFBARs are implemented on silicon substrates. One of the
substrate surfaces is covered, on sequence, with an
electrode, the piezoelectric film (AlN) and a second
electrode. The top electrode is patterned, using lift-off
technique and the materials are deposited by radio
frequency sputtering. Then, using an anisotropic wet etching
or deep-RIE process of silicon from the back side of the
wafer, the resonator membranes are finally obtained.

SMRs are implemented on silicon substrates, starting with
the fabrication of the Bragg reflector. In sequence, three
couples of Mo/Al layers, composing the Bragg reflector are
deposited by sputtering, then, the ground electrode, the
piezoelectric layer (AlN) and finally the top electrode, shaped
in squares by lift-off technique, are grown.

�

Time response to different concentrations of DMMP

Sensitive layer

Top Electrode
AlN

Bottom Electrode

Bragg reflector

Silicon substrate

Schematic drawing of the SMR sensor 

TFBAR SMR
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Contact:
Veronica Vespini (veronica.vespini@ino.it) 
INO-Napoli

A novel pyro-electrohydrodynamic material platform 
A novel concept was developed, where the actuation of

liquids in contact with a polar dielectric crystal was achieved
through an electrode-less configuration. In particular, the
method made use of the pyroelectric effect induced onto
Lithium Niobate (LN) crystals. This new method represents
a new pyro-platform to manipulate droplets and transport
micro object. In particular this innovative process, based on
the use of pyroelectric fields to generate an electro-
hydrodynamic effect, is able to eject and manipulate
droplets with very low volumes (down to attolitres) from a
liquid reservoir.

Contact:
Daniela Parisi (daniela.parisi@nano.cnr.it)

Stefano Veronesi (stefano.veronesi@nano.cnr.it) 
NANO-Pisa

Visible and IR fluorescent nanocrystals

MARKING WITH MULTILUMINESCENT NANOCRYSTALS
motivations:
Create a new class of materials suitable to be used in 

logos, marks, trademarks, ….. and generally in 
“security” applications

Benefits
• IR excitation and visible or IR emission
• selectivity
• fixed peaks intensities to build a spectral

countersignature
• possibility to implement a chromatic cryptography
• nanometric grain size (5-20 nm)
• not easily available for counterfeiters

security

Liquid dispersion

Paper embedding

logos

Ink blending

It has been demonstrated to be very efficient for printing micro and
nano-droplets and, compared to other electro-hydrodynamics-based
techniques, providing the fundamental advantage of not having
electrodes and external voltage sources neither specialized nano-
nozzles. For that reason this new technology could be applied to
different kind of materials: from liquid to high viscous materials, such as
biopolymer. The liquid/polymer actuation and dispensing has been
achieved through electrode-less configurations using polar a dielectric
crystals and by exploiting the pyroelectric effect. The liquid handling
through a touch-less mode could lead to different applications ranging
from the dispensing of very low volume of the solution of interest,
patterning and printing with high spatial resolution different kind of
substrate.

With regard to enterprises...
We own a patent on: Dispensatore 
elettrodinamico di liquidi in quantità 
micro/nano-litriche… N. RM2009A000187 
Anno:2009
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Contact:
Roberto Cristiano (roberto.cristiano@cnr.it) ICIB-Pozzuoli (NA)
Roberto Leoni (Roberto.leoni@ifn.cnr.it) IFN-CNR (Roma)

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we can offer: detector design,
fabrication, diagnostics, simulations and service. We
can also offer a partnership for the development of
prototypes and demonstrators of both single devices
and complete systems.

Superconducting Nanowire Single-Photon Detector
Quantum telecommunications and quantum

cryptography are emerging new fields that will play a
fundamental role in future security and information
technologies. In most of the envisaged systems the
information will be encoded in the form of single-
photons (the elementary quantity of light) and
transmitted via optical fibres which use light at the
infrared wavelength (1550 nm). There is then the need
to transform (detect) infrared single-photons into
electrical signals with high efficiency and speed.

Single-photon detectors based on the semiconducting technology does not work with the necessary efficiency in the
infrared region. Recently the attention has been focused on Superconductive Nanowire Single-Photon Detectors (SNSPD)
based on ultrathin nanostripes able to detect single photons of wavelength up to several micrometers with a few
nanosecond response time, count rate in the GHz range and very few dark counts (few Hz in free-running mode).

In superconducting nanowire the conduction electrons have the remarkable property that a transition from a zero-
resistive (superconducting) to a resistive state, can be induced by the absorption of an energy as low as 0.8 eV (3.6 x10-26

kWh) corresponding to a single photon with a 1550 nanometers wavelength. The high sensitivity in energy is achieved by
using nanowires with a very thin transverse section ( 10 x 100 nm2). However, because the wavelength of infrared light is
micron in size, it is necessary to use many closely packed nanowires to efficiently detect photons. A reasonable coverage
area can be achieved by a very long meandered nanowire.

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with CNR-IFP, Sensichips Srl, 
Aero Sekur Srl 

CVD Diamond Spectrometer 
for Fast Neutrons & Nuclear Particles

Nuclear environments as well as security places (i.e. airports,
naval ports, etc.) need miniaturized sensitive detectors able to
measure and recognize the kind and energy of radiation possibly
dangerous for human health.

The CVD diamond-based spectrometers we develop operate at
room-temperature (commercial detectors need to be cooled to
minimize electronic noise) and have a charge collection efficiency
close to 100% coherent with a very high sensitivity.

Their resolution is <3%, that is a value able to allow
determination of the impinging radiation energy and consequently
of the radioisotope emitting it.

Irradiation tests with fast neutrons, in collaboration with CNR-
IFP, demonstrated a high operating time, even two orders of
magnitude higher than similar commercial detectors.

Contact:
Marco Girolami (marco.girolami@imip.cnr.it)
Paolo Calvani (paolo.calvani@imip.cnr.it)
D.M. Trucchi (daniele.trucchi@imip.cnr.it)
IMIP-Roma
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Organic-memristor based neuromorphic networks 
Bio-inspired computational systems must be based on

elements, involved both in saving and processing the
information. Organic memristive device was designed and
constructed for mimicking important synapse properties. The
device is based on the conducting polymer – solid electrolyte
heterojunction. The functioning of the device is determined by
the significant difference in the conductivity of polyaniline
(active layer material) depending on its redox state.
Deterministic adaptive circuits of organic memristors were
constructed and they revealed the possibility of Hebbian type
of learning.

Direct proof of the similarity of the organic memristive
device properties with those of synapses was demonstrated by
the artificial reproduction of the part of the pond snail nervous
system, responsible for learning of the animal. Memristors
were exactly in the position of synapses. The circuit revealed
learning capabilities, making the association of the initially
neutral stimulus with the stimulus, corresponding to the
presence of food.

We have also realized stochastic network with statistically
distributed connections between memristor-like elements.
Such systems were realized using polymeric fibers and self-
assembling of specially synthesized block copolymers. The
networks also revealed the adaptive properties. In particular,
the application of different training protocols, it was possible to
observe similarity of the processes in self-assembled networks
with “baby” and “adult” learning.

With regard to enterprises...
We collaborate with ST Microelectronics, University of 
the West England, Kurchatov Institute. 
We can offer: memristor fabrication, realization of 
deterministic and stochastic networks, study of their 
structure and properties.

Contact:
Victor Erokhin (victor.erokhin@fis.unipr.it) 
IMEM- Parma

ZnO nanostructures functionalized with Fe3O4
for current and magnetic field sensing 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) and magnetite (Fe3O4) are very well
known for their prominent physical features: the former
has useful optoelectronic properties and it is a
piezoelectric material, while the latter is a magnetic
material that in form of nanoparticles shows
superparamagnetic properties (i.e. high magnetization is
observed only when an external magnetic field is
applied).

The coupling of these two materials in a composite
nanostructure results in a multifunctional
nanocompound with all the above mentioned
properties. Such a flexible nanomaterial could be used
as a piezo-electromagnetic transducer for micro/
nanoscale sensors. The co-existence of these properties
has been demonstrated and the study for the possible
transduction exploitation is under way.

The synthesis process to obtain the composite
Fe3O4-ZnO nanostructures has been developed and
optimized in our laboratories, using a combination of
physical and chemical techniques.

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: fabrication of superparamagnetic 
nanoparticles, fabrication of oxide nanostructures, 
fabrication of composite Fe3O4-ZnO nanostructures

Contact:
Davide Calestani (calle@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM - Parma
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Contact:
Anna Luisa Costa (anna.costa@istec.cnr.it) 
ISTEC-Faenza

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we have strongly collaborated with the
company Novaresin spa, that produced the first
industrial samples of self-cleaning textile addressed
to the industry of soft furnishings

TiO2 based nanostructured coatings 
applied to textile as finishing treatment

In the recent years, the textile industry has strongly focused
interest towards nanotechnology. The use of nanometric
particles increases the degree of adhesion of the treatment
and its functionality. Nanoparticles of metal oxides have a
particular affinity for the natural hydrophilic fibers and may be
used in the finishing processes of fabrics to modify the surface
properties and impart new functions to the product. In
particular, coatings based on TiO2 have attracted particularly
attention due to their photocatalytic properties exploitable in
processes of stain removal as well as for antibacterial and
DeNOx activity. Cotton textiles are ceramized by sol-gel dip-
pad-dry-cure method starting from TiO2 commercial nanosols,
with stabilized characteristics and a guaranteed
reproducibility. The photocatalytic performances are
evaluated in different experimental settings:

particle/dye solution,
particle/substrate/dye solution,
particle/substrate/organic stain.

Nanoscale properties such as nanostructure and surface
chemistry as well as macroscale properties such as
hydrophilicity influenced the photocatalytic activity and their
control is fundamental in order to IMPROVE THE
PERFORMANCES OF SELF CLEANING FABRICS.

Self cleaning properties

Clothes are the boundary between human body and environment. As our lives become more complex,
people want “ambient intelligence” to be personalized, embedded and usable anytime and anywhere.
There is a need for an “ambient intelligence” in which smart devices are integrated into the everyday
surroundings to provide diverse services to everyone. Therefore clothing would be an ideal place for smart
systems, specifically capable of sensing environment and communicating with the wearer.

Textiles are the natural choice for effortlessly integrating computing and telecommunications
technologies to create a more personal and intimate environment. Although clothing has historically been
passive, each textile accessory of the twenty-first century would become more active participant in our
lives, automatically responding to our surroundings or quickly reacting to information that the body is
transmitting.

Textiles propose the versatility to be hard or soft, stiff or flexible, small or large, structured or arbitrary.
They are collectors of energy, vehicles of communication and transport, barriers against physical hazards,
and carriers of life-saving cures.

Therefore constant efforts have been made toward miniaturization of electronic components for
wearable electronics. Additionally true “smart clothes” have been matter of interest, whereas the fabric
itself would be able to become both sensor and actuator. Wearable smart systems have to be embedded in
textiles so that both electronic functionality and textile characteristics are retained. Smart clothing should
be easy to maintain and use, and washable like ordinary textiles.

Therefore, combining wearable technology and clothing textile science is a key factor to achieve smart
clothing for actual wearability.

Textiles
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Contact:
Daniela Caschera (daniela.caschera@ismn.cnr.it)
Barbara Cortese (barbara.cortese@ismn.cnr.it )
ISMN-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
This work was financially supported by the FIRB 
RBPR05JH2P ITALNANONET (Research Unit 
Padeletti ISMN-CNR) project funded by the Italian 
MIUR.

DLC coatings for improving hydrophobic 
surface properties of cotton fibers

Textiles with superhydrophobic properties are
attractive for many applications such as water-resistant
and stain-repellent apparel. Textile fibers and woven
textures offer a surface on which hierarchical multiscalable
microstructures are easily obtainable. Thus, air can be
entrapped on the fabric surfaces and enhance
superhydrophobicity to possess the desirable wetting
properties of high contact angles and low CAH.

An excellent way to prepare water-repellent surfaces,
by which surface roughness and low-surface-energy
coatings can be anchored on the as prepared material
simultaneously is by applying plasma modification. This
method offers many advantages over the conventional
chemical processes, for example preclusion of changing
the original properties of the textiles, such as color,
permeability, softness and flexibility.

In particular, we developed a a two-step procedure to
create superhydrophobic surfaces, adopting diamond-like
carbon (DLC) coating after plasma pretreatment.
A thin DLC film on the cotton fibers, after etching steps by
different plasma pretreatments, achieved durable, high
wetting states. In correlation to the different gas
pretreatment, he morphology of the fiber’s surface
changed significantly.

Contact:
Gabriella Di Carlo (gabriella.dicarlo@ismn.cnr.it)
Daniela Ferro (daniela.ferro@ismn.cnr.it) 
ISMN-Montelibretti and ISMN-Roma

Multifunctional textiles with antibacterial and 
healing properties for biomedical applications

Antibacterial resistance of microorganisms is one of
the major problems in the field of wound care since it can
cause infections and delayed wound healing. The
development of newer antibacterials to treat wounds
infected with antibacterial resistant microorganisms has
recently received increasing research attention.

With this aim, cotton fabrics have been differently
treated to achieve a sequence of samples showing
various combination between nanomaterials with
antibacterial and healing properties. In this way, starting
from pristine cotton, nanocomposites have been realized
by adding single species in various associations.

The design of functionalized cotton fabrics is aimed to
the realization of innovative and multifunctional medical
devices for the treatment of wounds and skin burns
based on the coupling of synergistic components with
different biomedical properties.

The antibacterial activity of the fabrics was
investigated by testing their effectiveness in the
inhibition of Escherichia coli growth and the results have
shown high efficiency. In vitro experiments were also
carried out to evaluate the healing properties by using for
the first time a specific test for evidence of scarring
without the utilization of animals or skin equivalents. An
almost complete closure of scratch was observer.

Cotton Cotton with Ag

Cotton Cotton with Ag
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Wearable Sensors

Clothing is the interface between human body and
environment. Therefore clothing would be an ideal place for
smart systems, namely capable of sensing environment and
communicating with the wearer. Therefore, combining
wearable technology and clothing textile science is a key
factor to achieve smart clothing for actual wearability.

Recently a great number of studies reported noteworthy
results about electrospun nanofibrous based sensors. Such
nanostructured materials, achieved two additional and
essential features for sensors: high sensitivity and fast
response time. Electrospinning technique has been confirmed
to be a relatively simple and cost-effective technology capable
of producing fabrics with a huge increasing of sorption sites
within a single step.

Slight modifications of the starting polymer solution are
sufficient to change remarkably the fiber-tissue structure and
then the sensing properties. The ability to manufacture a wide
variety of fabrics (eg. conformable, biocompatible, water-
resistant, etc.) enclosing interacting materials to gases and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), gives the electrospinning
technique the opportunity to provide potential wearable
sensor systems for diagnostic (physiological and biochemical
parameters) as well as monitoring applications (toxics in
environment).
The combination of electrospun sensors and printable
microelectronics, will make available recording, analysing,
storing, sending and displaying data, which is a new
dimension of not-expensive smart systems.

With regard to enterprises...
The present activity is carried out within a European
COST Action MP1206 (2013-2017) in cooperation with
European Universities and Textile Industries.
We can offer: design of electrospinning technology;
wearable sensor design and fabrication; sensors
interfaces; clean room facilities; gas and VOCs dynamic
measuring systems.

Contact @ Bioinspired Sensor Group
Antonella Macagnano (antonella.macagnano@cnr.it)  
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Contact:
Nicola Coppedè (nicola.coppede@imem.cnr.it) 
IMEM-Parma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Fondazione Don Gnocchi Milano, 
Follow Me Technology, Aerosecur, Oliviero Ossani srl
We can offer: device, fabrication, monitoring, sports and helthcare
applications

Textile Electrochemical Transistor 
for human sweat monitoring

The idea of electronic devices directly embedded into
garments with flexible, versatile, and low-cost
characteristics offers added value functionalities and smart
applications in textile. Here the idea is to propose a low
cost monitoring device, realized on textile , which could
monitor the physiological characteristics of human sweat.
In particular it is possible to control saline concentration,
lactate, adrenaline and other components in human sweat.

The device is made by a single natural cotton fiber
device, functionalized with a conductive polymer, and used
as an active channel of an organic electrochemical
transistor (OECT). The device shows a stable and
reproducible current modulation and has been
demonstrated to be very effective for electrochemical
sensing of NaCl concentration in water, adrenaline and
other components of human sweat. The single wire cotton
fiber OECT results to be a simple and low cost device, which
is very attractive for wearable electronics in fitness and
healthcare.
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Contact:
Annalisa Bonfiglio (annalisa@diee.unica.it)
Jose-Francisco Saenz-Cogollo (jose.saenz@nano.cnr.it)
Institute of Nanoscience, Modena

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with SOLIANI srl, COMFTECH srl
and Heapsylon LCC (USA) . We own a patent on the procedure 
to make the fabric conductive (WO20120006 A1).
We can offer: fabrication, consulting for applications based on 
this materials.

Electronic textiles for sensors and large area applications

We set-up a technology to transform normally insulating textile
materials into (semi)conductors. Conductive textiles can be
manufactured into many shapes, printed, sewn, or knitted into
fabrics, or even woven in fiber forms directly into textile
structures.
Applications:
 Electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding

This technology allows realizing electromagnetic shields
entirely made of fabric, on large and ultra-large areas.

 Heating textiles
Patches entirely based on conductive textile materials can
be inserted in garments for providing heating effect with a
simple battery.

 Biopotential electrodes
Textile electrodes allow recording biopotentials from the
skin surface as for instance Electrocardiographic (ECG)
signals.

 Textile strain sensors
Sensors entirely based on textile materials allow recording
pressure or tension applied on the textile itself with a high
sensitivity.

A textile EMI shield can block cellular signals

A heating textile can warm up specific body areas
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Nanotechnologies find application in an endless list of different fields.

Innovative techniques for restoration and conservation of cultural heritage exploit the properties of
nanoparticles; ancient metals can be protected against aggressive agents and moisture by nanostructured
coatings, applied to the surface with techniques borrowed from thin film processes.

Also cosmetics benefit from nanometer size formulation: pigments look more appealing if
structured in nanoparticles; active ingredients, like those for UV protection in sunscreens or for releasing
anti-aging products, penetrate skin more efficiently and are more effective.

Food science is being affected by nanotechnology in several aspects, from how food is grown to
how it is packaged. Nanosensors can provide cheap and effective means to monitor quality of food,
perform fast and accurate analysis and detect adulteration. Microencapsulation of biologically active
compounds into biomatrices using molecular inclusion techniques promises a variety of application in
agrochemical industry as well as in drugs since biologically active ingredients can be slowly released from
the biomatrix.

In photonics, nanostructured coatings can help in the preparation of lenses, optical filters,
dichroic mirrors, waveguides, optical mirrors. Miniaturized, compact electro-optical modulators, needed
for photonics integration, can be prepared out of silicon by means of a proper nanopatterning.

Examples of such applications are shown the following pages.

Screen printed bioanalytical devices for rapid 
screening of environmental or food samples

With regard to enterprises…: We offer know-how on thick film technology (screen
printing onto flexible plastic substrates) and on immobilisation of biomolecules and
bacterial cells. Fabrication of biosensors based on screen printed electrodes covered or
doped with nanofibers or nanostructured materials, polymers (nafion, polycarbonate,
polyaniline) and metals (Au nanowires, Rh, Pt, Pd)

We collaborate with: University of Salerno (italy), Ege University (Izmir, Turkey),
University of South Boemia (Ceske Budjovice, Czech Republic), ENEA (Santa Maria di
Galeria, Italy). We’re strongly interested in challenging collaborations with agronomists,
microbiologists, molecular biologists and SME.

Chemical analysis of environmental or food samples are expensive, their cost prohibiting
systematic surveys or monitoring activities. Inexpensive analytical tools for rapid
screening are needed. Use of biosensors is made be possible by thick-film technology for
the construction of (bio)sensors. Compared to other available technologies for
manufacturing electrodes, such as thin-film, thick-film electrodes are cheaper, simple to
fabricate and are congruent for mass production of flexible and disposable devices. In
addition thick film technology enables selective membranes and nanostructured
materials to be deposited onto/into the electrodes for improving their performances. In
our experience biosensors are a suitable alternative for analysis of pesticides, herbicides,
phenolic compounds in soils and water, waste waters, wine, extra-virgin olive oil, milk
and whey, fruit and vegetables. Wine quality can also be monitored throughout several
crucial steps of the winemaking process.

Coupling 
Smart 
Molecules 
Into 
Chips

www.biosensing.net

Contacts:  Bio-inspired Sensor Group @ CNR
Antonella Macagnano (antonella.macagnano@cnr.it) 

Roberto Pilloton (roberto.pilloton@cnr.it)

Nanotechnologies for... 

...more
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Contact:
Marinella Catellani (m.catellani@ismac.cnr.it)
ISMAC-Milano

Electrospinning is a simple and efficient process for the fabrication of long
fibers with diameters on both the micro and nanoscale.

The process uses a high-voltage electric field applied to a polymer solution
placed in syringe via a metallic electrode. This high voltage has the effect of
charging the polymeric solution that emerges from the syringe in the form of a
fine jet. The jet is directed toward a grounded metallic plate and as the solvent
evaporates, ultra fine polymeric fibers are collected on the plate.

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic  we can offer: preparation and characterization of polymeric 
and composite nanofibers with  electrical and fluorescence properties.

V

Electrospinning can produce nanofibers (NF), coaxial
nanowires or nanotubes in form of mat or aligned fibers. NF
from polymers, blends, composites, and inorganic materials
are prepared for numerous applications ranging from textile,
membranes and tissue engineering, to composite materials,
Sensors and electronics, photovoltaics and photonics.

We have prepared electrical conducting NF blending together insulating
and conjugated polymers. Conducting nanowires containing
polyalkylthiophene, polyaniline or polypyrrole were obtained in mat and
aligned fibers.

We have assembled composite NF, emitting in the blue and the green
regions of the optical spectrum, which embed dye-loaded zeolites emitting in
the green and red regions. These hybrid nanowires can emit in different
regions of the visible spectrum obtained by excitation of the polymer and
through energy transfer from the polymer to the dye-loaded zeolite crystals.

An original procedure for introducing Ni(II)NTA functional groups on different sensor
materials (gold, polycarbonate, graphite, glass, quartz) for suitable immobilisation of
engineered proteins with an (His)6 tag has been developed and evaluated for specific
binding and activity of several recombinant proteins. Optimal (oriented) electrochemically
addressed immobilization of crude or purified recombinant proteins on a micro- or a nano-
electrode ensemble (NEE) was obtained. No loss of functional properties was observed,
indicating recombinant proteins as suitable sensing molecular tools for biosensors.

Contacts:  Bio-inspired Sensor Group @ CNR
Antonella Macagnano (antonella.macagnano@cnr.it) 

Roberto Pilloton (roberto.pilloton@cnr.it)

We collaborate with: Ca’ Foscari University (Venezia, Italy), Polytechnica University
(Bucharest, Romania), University of South Boemia (Ceske Budjovice, Czech Republic),
University of Regensburg (Germany), CNR-ISMN (Monterotondo, Italy), Sensichip (Aprilia,
Italy). We’re strongly interested in challenging collaborations with molecular biologists,
biophisycists and SME.

Whith regard to enterprises…: 
We offer Know-how on 
immobilisation of biomolecules 
and cells (bacteria, blood cells).  
Fabrication of micro or nano 
electrodes.   

Oriented, reversible and electrochemically addressed  
immobilisation of biological  components 

on micro- or nano-electrode ensembles (NEE)

Coupling
Smart
Molecules
Into Chips

www.biosensing.net
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Contact:
Silvia Destri (silvia.destri@ismac.cnr.it ) 
ISMAC  Milano 

With regard to enterprises...

We collaborate with Intercos SpA  for the 
cosmetic pigments application
We own a patent request (title: “Structural 
iridescent colours “ , deposit number 
MI2012A001043) deposited on 15/06/2012. 
We can offer:  material fabrication, surface 
treatment , compatibilization and 
carachterization, tailor-made compositions 
for specific uses

Nanostructured polymeric photonic crystals 
for optical applications

Iridescent and physically colored structures are abundant in
nature and are currently receiving much interest from the scientific
world. They are based on regular, nanometrically ordered structures
that can interact with visible light wavelengths creating visual
colors.

We have developed an innovative material based on the self-
assembly of polymeric core-shell nanoparticles that organize in a tri-
dimensional regular structure at nanometric level resulting in the
spontaneous formation of iridescent physical color by optical
diffraction.

Nanoparticles are produced by a “surfactant-free emulsion
polymerization” procedure, which allows the synthesis to be carried
out in water under mild conditions, limiting its environmental
impact and energy consumption. Control over nanoparticles size
and structure is carried out simply by varying the synthesis
parameters. These nanoparticles then self-organize inside the
drying materials resulting in the formation of an iridescent
nanostructured material (photonic crystal, shown in the figure,
inset, AFM image), stabilized by crosslinking.

This material can be used as a pigment or as structural material
in coating applications, for decoration, for surface protection (e.g. to
increase cut and scratch resistance), in cosmetics and in photonics
(e.g. for the preparation of lenses., optical filters, dichroic mirrors,
waveguides, optical mirrors etc.) and to create different wetting
angles (e.g. for antifouling or antifogging coatings).

We are currently exploring the possibility to use it as a precursor
for the preparation of porous nanostructured surfaces for advanced
applications, using organic, inorganic and biological materials.

Contact:
Annamaria Gerardino (annamaria.gerardino@cnr.it) 
Luca Businaro (luca.businaro@cnr.it)
IFN-Roma

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Crisel Instruments 
We can offer: design, nanofabrication, thin film 
patterning

Optical modulation on Silicon
Integrated photonic devices can be operated by light as

well as by voltage by acting as modulators or, as they are
called in microelectronics, transistors. They are becoming
fundamental building blocks towards larger complexity
photonic hybrid processing chips.

Due to historical reasons, silicon has become the major
platform for microelectronic processing boards. However,
silicon has one major problem. Although it exhibits some
optics-related effects, such as the free-carrier plasma-
dispersion effect and the thermo-optic effect, there is no
significant evidence of the existence of other effects (such as
the electro-optical effect) most often used in modulation
devices. Therefore most of the silicon based modulators
uses the plasma dispersion effect. However since the effect
is not strong, one requires long interaction length or
realization of ring resonators having very high Q factor and
very high sensitivity to the operational wavelength. The
proposed technological concept allows realization of
miniaturized modulators without using ring resonators.

The proposed devices realise the light modulation by
different approaches: in one case the modulation is
achieved sending light on one branch of the Mach Zender
interferometer; in the second one by the application of an
electrical field by ITO periodically nanostructured electrodes
acting as a Bragg modulator.

The work has been developed in collaboration with the
Bar-Ilan University and supported by a MAE Italy-Israel
project.
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Contact:
G. M. Ingo (gabriel.ingo@ismn.cnr.it)
D. Caschera (daniela.caschera@ismn.cnr.it)
F. Faraldi (federica.faraldi@ismn.cnr,it)
ISMN-Area della Ricerca di Roma 1

With regard to enterprises...
We can offer: diagnostic service, fabrication of DLCs thin films, 
support for the selection of conservation treatments.

Plasma treatments for the protection of ancient metals

Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD)
is an environmentally friendly process used to deposit a
variety of high-purity and high performance nano-
structured coatings for the protection or the surface
modification of metallic artefacts.

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) has been proposed as an
innovative solution for the conservation of metals. It is an
amorphous material composed by hydrogen an carbon,
whose properties, strongly affected by sp2/sp3 ratio,
depend on deposition parameters. Due to its hydrogen
amount, DLC is classified as: hydrogenated amorphous
carbon (a-C:H) and unhydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-
C). DLC films are, widely, used for several industrial
applications, including protective coatings for recording
(hard discs, tape heads), a standard solution for a variety of
tribological applications and protective optical coatings.

In the field of Cultural Heritage DLC thin films can act as
protective barrier layer able to isolate the surface of the
metallic artifacts from aggressive agents and moisture that
provoke degradation phenomena in ancient metal objects
such as the “bronze disease” and could ensure a long and
stable life to the ancient metals

Contact:
Antonella Curulli (antonella.curulli@cnr.it)
Gabriella Di Carlo (gabriella.dicarlo@ismn.cnr.it)
ISMN-Roma e ISMN-Montelibretti

Determination of polyphenolic antioxidants 
in food and beverages

The word antioxidant is increasingly popular in modern
society as it gains publicity through the mass media coverage
of its health benefits. But what is an antioxidant? The term
antioxidant has a multifaceted nature; however, from a
general point of view, a suitable definition is synthetic or
natural substances added to products to prevent or delay their
deterioration by action of oxygen in air.

Phenolic compounds are a complex group of substances
that have attracted considerable attention due to their roles in
providing flavour and colour characteristics of food and in
human health. Many of the benefits associated with
consumption of phenolic-rich foods are associated with their
antioxidant activities. It is reported that phenolics may prevent
lipid peroxidation via hydrogen atom donation from the
hydroxyl group(s) attached to the benzene ring. The
determination of antioxidants in low level and in complex
matrices, as human fluids or beverages (i.e. orange juice,
coffee or wine), using a procedure which allows achieving
higher sensitivity and rapid response time with respect to
conventional analytical methodologies is still now an important
challenge. So, we have developed and optimized a sensitive,
rapid, and accurate electrochemical method and on gold
nanoparticles chitosan stabilized modified gold electrode for
the determination of antioxidant in food and in beverages. Antonella Curulli (antonella.curulli@cnr.it)
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Contact:
Anna Grazia Mignani (a.g.mignani@ifac.cnr.it) 
Leonardo Ciaccheri (l.ciaccheri@ifac.cnr.it)
IFAC-Sesto Fiorentino (FI)

With regard to enterprises:
We own a PCT application on the technology
We can offer: technology and diagnostics of quality indicators of liquids

Quality evaluation of turbid liquids without filtering
- diffuse-light absorption spectroscopy -

Absorption spectroscopy in the visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) spectral
regions is one of the most popular analytic methods for liquid analysis. Indeed,
the entire VIS-NIR absorption spectrum can be considered an optical signature,
a sort of univocal fingerprint of the liquid, and the spectroscopic data can be
suitably processed for obtaining a correlation to several quality indicators by
means of a single measurement.

When carrying out absorption spectroscopy in liquids, the measurements
are found to be influenced by dispersed scattering particles that cause turbidity.
Scattering dependence is the main drawback of absorption spectroscopy,
especially when particles settle down, or change their position in time.

Hence, liquids must be filtered prior to measurements, with a consequent
loss of time and increased costs. Also, unless a maintenance program that
contrasts with automatic operation is applied, filtering is not suitable for
industrial online applications.
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near-infrared 
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visible 
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Our system for diffuse-light absorption spectroscopy,
that is, spectroscopy carried out using an integrating
sphere, provides scattering-free absorption spectra, and
is a valid and versatile alternative for overcoming
turbidity problems.

It has been successfully experimented for measuring
quality indicators of lubricant oils of turbines, as well as
for analyzing the quality of extra virgin olive oil and beer,
for revealing the geographic origin, and for adulteration
detection.

Contact:
Giovanna Delogu (giovanna.delogu@icb.cnr.it) 
ICB - Sassari

With regard to enterprises...
On this topic, we collaborate with Endura Fine Chemicals-
Bologna Italy and  Apreslab - UK. With Endura we have two 
patents on ‘Insecticide formulation’ (WO2005/039287 A2. 
EP1715739 ) and ‘New biologically active formulation’ 
(WO2006-EP61724).
We can offer: services.

New biologically active formulation with delayed release

+
KC

G CD CDG

-Cyclodextrin (-CD), one of the more valuable and
economically achievable water soluble biomatrices, consisting
of seven glucose residues linked by a(14) glycosyl bonds.

-CD exhibits non-toxic property, it is chemically,
thermally, enzymatically stable. Despite of the large use of -
CD in food, cosmetics, toiletry, no many industrial applications
have been developed in agriculture.

Stable -CD supramolecular complexes were prepared in aqueous solutions by using effective commercial insecticides
in combination with piperonyl butoxide (PBO), a synergist that blocks metabolic detoxification of insects. The PBO
inhibition effect does not occur immediately but exhibites its maximum between 3-4 h after dosage depending on the
insects and their growth age.

Economic advantage and favourable results have been achieved by -CD supramolecular complex treatment that
allows to spread out insecticide and synergist in only one dosage because a tuned controlled release of insecticide and
synergist is carried out. Any functional modification neither in the active agents nor in the -cyclodextrin were managed.
The formulation appears to be commercially interesting when a combination of insecticide and synergist is required with
resistant pest.

The procedure can be easily scaled-up.

Microencapsulation of biologically active compounds into biomatrices using the molecular inclusion technique
promises a variety of application in drugs as well as in agrochemical industry since biologically active ingredients can
be slowly released from the biomatrix.
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Contact:
Matteo Ferroni (matteo.ferroni@unibs.it) 
IDASC – UOS Brescia 

With regard to enterprises...

On this topic, we collaborate with CSMT (Brescia), FBK (Trento),
CNR-IMM (Bologna), EADS (Germany),  
We can offer a complete facility for device design, fabrication, 
and testing. 

Electron beam lithography for miniaturized devices.

The field of chemical sensors for molecule detection has benefited by
the use of nanowires because of the uncommon and interesting
properties that were revealed for these nanostructures. Large variation
in bulk electrical or thermal conductivity, structural stability upon high
temperature operation, high degree of crystalline ordering, have
unveiled the potential for the sensing field and have opened up new
perspectives of application and for the realization of novel device
architectures.

Electron beam lithography is the technique of choice for the 
fabrication of nanostructured devices with metal deposition methods 
such asthermal evaporation or sputtering. 

Lithography is a well-used technique in the semiconductor industry
to fabricate devices using the “top-down” approach. Moreover, even in
“bottom-up” approach both optical- and electronic- lithography has
been largely used to fabricate electrical contacts on substrates to
prepare different types of devices.
Lithography was used to prepare also single nanowire device 
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ICB Medicine, Health and Biotech 34 Metabolomics of nanoparticles and biomaterials 
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ICCOM Energy and Environment 14 Ultra-advanced portable fuel-cell power generators

ICRM Medicine, Health and Biotech 33 Nanoporous materials:  self assembled blackboard  to study 
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24 High Sensitivity Laser-Induced Incandescence (HS-LII) for 
nanoparticles detection 
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applications 

37 Bioactive polymer-based scaffolds for tissue repair

More 58 Polymeric Electrospun Nanofibers

59 Nanostructured polymeric photonic crystals 
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ISOF Energy and Environment 21 Graphene-based materials 
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31 Designing “safe” nanomaterials 
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DSCTM- Department for Chemical Sciences and Technologies of Materials
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by Department and Institute
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ICIB Medicine, Health and Biotech 38 Fiber Optics Nano-probe

40 High- Mass Detectors for Protein Complexes 

46 Exploiting Ultrasensitive magnetic sensors

Security 51 Superconducting Nanowire Single-Photon Detector
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Security 49 Ultra-low-power MOX gas sensor arrays 

DSFTM- Department for Physical Sciences and Technologies of Matter
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DSFTM- Department for Physical Sciences and Technologies of Matter - continued

DIITET - Department for Engineering, ICT and Technologies for Energy and Transport 
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7 Surface acoustic wave technology for wireless applications
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Energy and Environment 10 Low cost & flexible solar cells

16 Metal oxide nanowires  for functional devices 

28 LED based on ZnO nanowires 

Security 47 Surface-ionization based gas sensors 

48 Surface acoustic wave biosensors 

49 Bulk acoustic wave chemical sensors 

More 62 Electron beam lithography for miniaturized devices. 
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DIITET - Department for Engineering, ICT and Technologies for Energy and 

Transport  - continued
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DSB- Department for Biomedical Sciences
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